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RESIST 
Board meeting minutes 
October 2, 2005 
Present: Cynthia Bargar, Robin Carton, Leila Farsakh, Omar Henriquez (minutes), Becca 
Howes-Mischel, Kay Mathew, Yafreisy Mejia, Marc Miller, Carol Schachet, Abby Scher. 
Subpoena report: 
• Prompted by a subpoena request, as a result of a law suit initiated by one organization that had 
requested funds from RESIST (which were denied), the board discussed our preparedness on the 
potential of being subpoenaed in the future. 
• Need clarification on who will represent Resist if the need arises. ACLU was suggested as a 
possibility. 
• It was decided that the Executive Committee would consult on how to proceed. 
Political discussion: 
• Katrina presents us with a new political moment. 
• Political moments are permanent by nature; there will always be a political moment 
• Bush has a legitimization problem; there is weakness in the opposition. The left has not 
capitalized the opportunity. 
• There seems to be no discussion about class, no class-consciousness. (Katrina as an example) 
People need to be defined by class not just race. 
• One party rule. Republican extremism advances social right wing along with the economic 
right wing. 
• The media coverage on Katrina has been more challenging and accurate. 
• Katrina presented an opportunity to act, but do not expect to come from either party, unless it 
serves their self-interest. 
• There is no clear path of action on what to do or how to respond. No viable national institution 
to articulate course of action. 
• How do we move from local response to national? 
• Katrina was more of a self-interest response; it needs to expand to collective action. 
• How do you elevate Katrina to the level of September 11 th? 
• The role that the state must play is not clearly defined. 
• Networking within our network to expand outside the inner circle. (ACLU is working with 
conservative groups.) 
• RESIST serves more as a seed planter. 
• We are weak because we don't operate at the corporate level. 
Discussion shifted to what role should RESIST play. 
•Networking.Encourage grantees to engage at the national level. 
• Listening from our grantees. What is their thinking about the political situation? (Using the 
newsletter to achieve it.) 
• Does the political momentum affect whom RESIST funds. 
• 
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• Web page re-design. What would it include, what format would be use, etc. (it was decided that 
the communication committee will discuss the issue. 
• Contradiction about RESIST chastising the media, and the limited grants being approved to 
independent media outlets. 
Finance/Fundraising report 
• Fundraising Committee did not meet, but communication has been on going. 
• RESIST annual fundraising calendar was distributed as well as the following: 
Board out reach campaign, house appeal, funding appeals and the return analysis. 
• The board was reminded on their commitment to raise $1,000 per member. 
• It was decided that 45 minutes would be dedicated on our next board meeting for training. 
• It was proposed to the board that the reserve fund be increased to 25 to 50 per cent of annual 
operating costs 
• The Finance Committee will be proposing a three-year financial plan. Final proposal will be 
presented by December, so the board can vote on the proposal. 
• The Finance Committee was acknowledged on the work they have done and the improvements 
made. 
Miscellaneous: 
40th Anniversary Committee met last week, minutes will be forthcoming . 
Brain- storming on how the celebration would take place and what it would consist (theme, 
place, visuals, etc.) 
New Board members: Amanda Matos-Gonzalez and Ann Lipsitt were approved by the board 
to officially be asked to join the board. 
Personnel Policy changes: 
Vacation, passed. Personal days, passed. 
Voted and approved multiple grants in a year. 
See attached 
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Multiple Grants in a Single Year 
Passed 10/05: Standards for awarding groups several grants in one year- effectively giving them more 
than the $3,000 maximum grant award. 
Accessibility Grants: 
Guideline: RE.SIST is committed to supporting projects that enable all people to participate in the 
movement for social justice. RESIST will fund the additional costs of projects or events which will make 
them accessible to people with disabilities (e.g., signers for events, or wheelchair accessible venues) for 
amounts up to $3,000. Application procedures are the same as for priority grants and are considered at 
RESIST board meetings. Decisions on accessibility grants are based on the potential success of the 
underlying project. 
Policy: By design these grants are to provide additional funds to enable participation by people with 
disabilities in organizing projects or events from which they would otherwise be excluded. The 
Committee recommends that groups be allowed to re9eive one accessibility grant ofup to $3,000 in 
addition to a general support grant each year. 
Technical Assistance Grants: 
Resist will provide awards up to $500 to enable current grantees to receive technical assistance. Grantees 
who have been funded at least two times during the preceding five years may apply for a Technical 
Assistance grant. Funds will be available on a quarterly basis and will be dispersed on a first come-first 
serve basis. Proposals are reviewed and grants awarded within a two-week time frame for trainings that 
will occur within 3-5 months of the award. 
Policy: These grants are to provide additional funds to enable grantees to network with other groups at 
conferences as well as to solidify their organizational capacity. The Committee recommends that eligible 
grantees be allowed to receive one technical assistance grant of up to $500 in addition to a general 
support grant each year. 
Emergency Grants: 
Emergency grants of up to $300 are available on an s-needed basis. These grants are designed to help 
groups respond quickly to unexpected organizing needs.· While it is impossible to precisely define an 
emergency, these grants are generally given to provide support for demonstrations, or other events arising 
from a political crisis. These grants are not intended to provide a safety net for groups who have failed to 
adequately plan for their financial needs, or who have missed the regular funding deadline. 
Policy: These grants are to provide additional funds to support grantees who need to respond quickly to a 
developing situation or who have suffered a dramatic organizational setback (e.g. a burglary or fire). The 
Committee recommends that groups be allowed to receive at least one emergency grant of up to $300 in 
addition to a general support grant each year. In the event that a group were to apply for more than one 
emergency grant- each additional application would be considered on a case by case basis . 
• 
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Emergency 
October 2005 
Grant Decisions 
1. National Welfare Engine $300 
P.O. Box 330391, Murfreesboro, TN 37133 Chioma Adaku 503/233-4120 chioma@welfareengine.orgwww.welfareengine.org 
Funding for an emergency grant for an action campaign in Washington, DC which will bring together members of 
welfare rights groups to strategize against the impending cuts to the ·T ANF re-authorization bill. 
Decision: Full X Partial No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
While not strictly an emergency, the heightened urgency of the meeting gave rise to the grant. 
Multi-Year 
Renewal 
2. Bitterroot Human Rights Alliance $3,000 
P.O. Box 915, Hamilton, MT 59840 John Schneeberger 406/375-0088 schnee@montana.com 
Funding for year two of multi-year general support for an organization challenging the intolerant social and political 
climate in the Bitterroot Valley through increased visibility and collaboration of progressive organizations . 
Decision: Full X Partial No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
New 
3. Community Alliance of Lane County (CALC) $2,000 
458 Blair Blvd., Eugene, OR 97402 Michael Carrigan 541/485-1755 calcdev@efn.org www.calclane.org 
Funding for a multi-year grant for an organization that works to end bigotry, uphold human rights, oppose militarism, 
and promote social and economic justice. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
One year only. Have come back from their low point. Are not ready yet for a multi-year. 
4. Peace and Social Justice Center of South Central Kansas $1,000 
1407 N. Topeka, Wichita, KS 67214 Horace Santry 316/263-5886 www.wichitapeace.org 
Funding for a multi-year grant for an organization which links diverse peace and justice groups in South Central 
Kansas. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Defer 
---
Comments: 
One year only. Not clear how they are working on diversity issues. Political focus answers not strong. Do counter-
recruitment work. 
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5. Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice of Massachusetts 
P.O. Box 1129, Brookline, MA 02446 Rosemary Candelario 617-522-2964info@rcrcofma.orgwww.rcrcofma.org 
Funding for multi-year general support for organization that seeks to empower religious communities to work for 
the full availability of reproductive health services for all women. 
Decision: Full 
Comments: 
Partial No x Undecided Defer One Year Only __ 
Still not clear that they are expanding the religious communities involved- appears to actually be a Christian group 
than a multi-faith organization .. Buddhists, Hindus and Muslims- not clearly involved. Primarily education. 
Community Organizing/ Anti-Racism 
6. Activist with a Purpose $2,000 
760 E. Govan Extd. #308, Grenada, MS 38901 Dianna Freelon-Foster 662/809-0113 kiamshi@bellsouth.net 
Funding for a community based organization formed to empower the local African-American community around 
issues of racism, economic justice and quality education. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Are linked to Southern Echo. Recognize the need for training and help. Working on school inequality in Mississippi. 
7. Boston Mobilization $1,500 
30 Bow Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 Eve Lyman 617 /782-2313 eve.lyman@bostonmobilization.org www.bostonmobilization.org 
Funding for general support for organization that educates and empowers youth and community members to take 
action for social justice . 
Decision: Full Partial X No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Unclear how bio-lab work is connected to communities of color. Seem to be coming back from period of 
dormancy. Have increased their visibility in Boston, but not clear if students of color are involved. May be 
structural issues getting in the way. Letter to discuss issues of diversity and to request information on which 
schools YEP is involved in. 
8. Center for Artistic Revolution $1,000 
P.O. Box 2300, Little Rock, AR 72114 Randi Romo 501/603-2138 ArtchangesU@aol.com www.artisticrevoluntion.org 
Funding for organization that works to build bridges and collaborations between diverse communities through 
organizing initiatives that address the issues and systemic oppressions that undermine access to equality. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Unclear where organizing is happening. References are good and say they are developing. 
9. Center for Justice, Peace, and Environment $3,000 
P.O. Box 400, Fort Collins, CO 80522 Cheryl Distaso 970/419-8944 distaso@frii.com www.cjpe.org 
Funding for an organization committed to creating social justice, peace, and environmental integrity through direct 
action, public education and community empowerment. 
Decision: Full X Partial No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Have really moved forward in their work. Taken all concerns and worked to address them. Are making important 
connections with immigrant rights groups. 
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10. Idaho Hispanic Caucus Institute for Research and Education $2,500 
317 Happy Day Blvd, Suite 115, Caldwell, ID 83607 Al Sanchez 208/454-3600 www.idahohispaniccaucas 
Funding for an organization promoting the social, economic, and political empowerment of Idaho Latinos . 
Decision: Full __ Partial X No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Letter should address lack of position on reproductive rights. 
11. Proyecto Hondurefio $2,000 
375 Broadway Street, Chelsea, MA 02150 Angel "Tito" Meza 617/887-0535 honduras@yahoo.com 
Funding for general support of an organization that empowers Honduran immigrant communities to organize for more 
humane immigration policies and immigrant worker's rights. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Not clear how they are working to broaden their organizing campaigns into looking at developing issues in 
immigration. Not clear if there are other leaders beyond Tito. 
Economic Justice 
12. National Welfare Engine $2,000 
P.O. Box 330391, Murfreesboro, TN 37133 Chioma Adaku 615/907-8929 chioma@welfareengine.orgwww.welfareengine.org 
Funding for a national organization working with current and former welfare recipients, national policy groups, 
students and religious groups to change economic policies that impact people in poverty. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Important work, good analysis. People affected directly involved in leadership. Bring together many local welfare 
action groups under one umbrella. 
13. Welfare Warriors $3,000 
2711 W. Michigan, Milwaukee, WI 53208 Pat Gowens 414/342-6662 wmvoice@execpc.com 
Funding for a multi-racial group of mothers in poverty creating a voice for low-income people in social and economic 
justice struggles to change welfare policy and practice. 
Decision: Full X Partial No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Great references. Seem to be doing really good work. 
Environmental Justice 
14. Citizens Awareness Network $1,000 
P.O. Box 83, Shelburne Falls, MA 01370 Debbie Katz 413/339-5781 can@nukebusters.org www.nukebusters.org 
Funding for an environmental organization which focuses on nuclear fuel cycle issues ranging from reactor operations 
to the siting of waste dumps. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Nuclear energy/weapons are back in the picture in a good way. Are about to outgrow Resist funding. Give one more 
grant. 
• 
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Health/ AIDS/Disability 
15. Deaf & Deaf-Blind Committee on Human Rights $3,000 
3650 Clague Rd. Suite 102, North Olmsted, OH 44070 Heather West 440/801-1998 WeR4HumanRights@cs.com 
www.DeafHumanRights.org 
Funding for an organization building leadership within the deaf community to build a world where deaf, deaf-blind, 
hard of hearing and hearing people are guaranteed their economic human rights. 
Decision: Full X Partial No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Innovative approach to disability issues and understanding of poverty issues. Making good connections. Have cross-
issue analysis 
Labor 
16. 9 to 5 Bay Area $1,000 
2302 Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95131 Cathleen Deppe 408/432-6044 www.9to5bayarea.org 
Funding for organization which works for low-wage women's economic justice and against workplace discrimination 
and oppression. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Expect to grow their budget from 6K to SOK, but not clear how. Very diverse. Not enough references. 
17. Interfaith Action of Southwest Florida $2,500 
1107 New Market Rd., lmmokalee, FL 34142 Brigitte Gynther 239/986-0688 Brigitte@interfaithact.org 
Funding for an organization organizes the faith-based community to work in partnership with farmworkers to 
challenge corporate control of the agricultural industry, trade policies and systemic injustices that affect immigrant 
and migrant workers. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Defer 
Comments: 
Very good analysis. White group, located in Immokalee. Coalition of lmmokalee Workers sees them as an important 
reason they were able to achieve their recent victories. Letter should ask questions about why they have no position 
on reproductive rights and abortion. 
Peace/ Anti-Militarism 
18. Whatcom Peace & Justice Center $1,500 
P.O. Box 2444, Bellingham, WA 98227 Marie Marchand 360/734-0217 whatcomppjc@fidalgo.net www.whatcompjc.org 
Funding for an organization creating a voice for peace and social justice through partnerships with local religious and 
community organizations, education on alternatives to violence and war, and actions to promote peace and justice at 
home and abroad. 
Decision: Full Partial X No Defer __ _ 
Comments: Small predominantly white. Have access to nine schools for their alternatives to the military program . 
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Prisoners 
19. Reconstruction, Inc. $3,000 
P.O. Box 7691 , Philadelphia, PA 19101 William Goldsby 215/227-6977 rec2ffl@aol.com www.reconstructioninc.org 
Funding for organization that seeks to build community empowerment and engagement for ex-offenders, their 
families and youth. 
Decision: Full X Partial No Defer __ _ 
Comments: 
Excellent references. Really able to use service components to mobilize people toward organizing. 
Women 
20. Eastern Massachusetts Abortion Fund 
PO Box 390412, Cambridge, MA 02139 Brianna Boggs 617/354-3839 emama@nnaf. orgwww.nnaf.org/funds/ema/ 
Funding for an organization working to ensure the accessibility of abortion and reproductive health care for all 
women. 
Decision: Full Partial No x Undecided Defer 
--- -- --- ---
Comments: 
How much is organizing and/or service. While important work mostly service. Still have not been able to diversify. 
Youth 
21. Rogers' Park Young Women's Action Team 
P.O. Box 268945, Chicago, IL 60626-2425 Mariame Kaba 773/392-5165 
Funding for a youth-led organization which empowers young women of color to to take action on issues that affect 
their lives. 
Decision: Full ___ Partial ___ No _x__ Undecided __ _ Defer 
---
Comments: 
References don't know them. Hank's brother who lives in the area does not know them either. 
Total Number of Grants: 
Total Amount Requested: 
Total Allocation for Cycle: 
Total Grants: 
Total Loans: 
Total Allocated: 
Total # of Grants Allocated: 
Total # of Loans Allocated: 
Total # of Grants and Loans: 
16 regular grants; 4 multi-year grants; 1 emergency grants; 0 loans; 19 
not on agenda 
$60,300 
$58,900 
$32,000 regular grants; $3,000 multi-year grants; $300 emergency grants 
$0 
$35,300 
16 regular grants; 1 multi-year grant; 1 emergency grant 
0 
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October 2005 
Not On Agenda 
1. Alianza lndigena 
P.O. Box 628, Anaheim, CA Lupe Lopez 714/758-1990 
Funding for an organization advocating for the rights oflndigenous peoples locally, nationally, and internationally. 
Reason: Not organizing, analysis only around their own issues. Unclear how/why this group is the right one for 
leadership on these issues. 
2. Campaign to End AIDS 
20-28 Sargeant St., Hartford, CT 06105 Alycia Santilli 860/761-6699 
Funding for the ad hoc Nor'easter Caravan committee which will mobilize people to participate in local and national 
events organized to demand a better response to the HIV/AIDS pandemic on the part of the U.S. government. 
Reason: New group. Has experienced members in the larger organization. Some Resist grantees. Have big plans-
but unclear where the follow up will be. 
3. Chica Luna Productions 
1690 Lexington Avenue, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10029 Ana Trinidad 212/410-3544 
Funding for an organization that seeks to develop and support women of color who use popular media to engage 
social justice themes and are accountable to their communities. 
Reason: Good job of fundraising. $70,000 in grants for 2004. Already raised $84,000 in 2005. Budget is 
$120,000. Strong political analysis. Not really organizing- may be a resource for organizers. 
4. Colorado Black Women Endowment Fund 
2444 Washington Street, Denver, CO Dante J. James 303/830-1105 
Funding for a non-partisan outreach effort designed to identify eligible African American voters and provide outreach, 
education and encourage civic engagement within the African American community. 
Reason: No broader social vision. 501( c) works only on voter participation. The(c) 4 is Colorado Black Women 
for Political Action- which may have a broader vision- but it is unclear. Got $20,000 in the past from the Funding 
Exchange. No organizing. 2004 budget was $122,000. 2005 budget is $102,000. 
5. First Peoples Human Rights Coalition 
515 5th Street #3, Brooklyn, NY 11215 Suzanne Jasper 718/965-9031 
Funding for an indigenous organization working to resist ongoing violations of the human rights of American 
Indian peoples by working with others to create widespread awareness of their rights. 
Reason: No organizing at this time. Not many people involved. 
6. InterReligious Task Force on Central America 
3606 Bridge Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44113 Brian Stefan Szittai 216/961-0003 
Funding for organization that works for human rights, peace, and economic justice in Central America through 
change in U.S. policies, corporate actions, and consumer behaviors. 
Reason: No positions on reproductive rights, glbt issues, people with disabilities, older people. No response to 
prior letter raising concerns about this fact. 
7. Jeff Dicks Coalition 
P.O. Box 621303, Las Vegas, NV 89122 Constance Kosuda 702/454-4053 
Funding for an organization advocating for the health and safety rights of prisoners and for access to adequate 
medical treatment. 
Reason: Proposal is vague. Unclear where organizing occurs. Website is mostly personal stories. Not clear how 
they have moved from personal goals to community organizing and broader vision of systems of oppression . 
8. Jericho Movement - Boston Chapter 
P.O. Box 1057, Jamaica Plain, MA 02130 Myriam Ortiz 617/288-1433 
Funding for an organization working on a coordinated international network of political prisoner advocacy and 
resistance to political repression. 
Reason: Seemed mainly event focused. Use martial arts classes in Roxbury to target African American and Latino 
• 
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youth. References are limited. Not many clear collaborations. Not clear where on-going organizing happens. 
9. Latin American and Caribbean Community Center, Inc . 
659 Auburn Ave NE, Unit 205, Atlanta, GA 30312 Janvieve Williams 404/588-9761 
Funding for an organization that works toward building a social justice and human rights culture in the U.S. that 
puts communities directly marginalized by discriminatory and oppressive conditions in a central leadership role. 
Reason: Emphasis on Afro Latino and Caribbean communities. Radio show, film screenings. No significant 
information on organizing work- just seem to be starting some up this fall. Answers to #11 are not complete. 
Numbers don't add up on diversity sheet. Just 5 core active members. 
10. League of Pissed Off Voters 
1 Pleasant Street, 2nd Floor, Portland, ME 04101 Justin Alfond 207 /772-3207 
Funding for a youth-driven organization that creates traditional and non-traditional spaces for youth to organize 
around local and state issues. 
Reason: Most of funding is for 501 ( c )4 issues. Work directly for political candidates. Run candidates for office. 
Endorse other candidates. Do not have meaningful numbers on racial diversity. 
11. Movement Building Collective 
3208 Hamilton Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 Jennie Sheeks 215/869-4604 
Funding for an organization working to build a broad based people's movement to challenge the economic and 
racial injustices in their community. 
Reason: May have potential but are in the very beginning stages. No specific issues identified yet. Come back 
when more developed? 
12. Northwest Resistance Against Genetic Engineering 
P.O. Box 15289, Portland, OR 97293 Jennifer Polis 503/239-6841 
Funding for an organization dedicated to promoting a responsible, sustainable, and just use of agriculture and 
science through education, community building, advocacy and action. 
Reason: Not exciting, very small group. 
13. O.R.G.A.N.I.C. Collective (Opposing Repression Globally & Nurturing Independent 
2611 Montclair Street, San Diego, CA 92104 Michael Cardenas 619/318-9730 
Funding for a collective which works to build ties among local social justice movements around issues of 
globalization, including racism at the US/Mexico border. 
Reason: Unclear what current work is. Don't recruit members and unclear how many people are actually 
involved. Lots of jargon. 
14. People of the Sun Middle Passage Collective 
1650 Bedford A venue, Brooklyn, NY 11225 Tony Akeem 718/270-4902 
Funding for an organization committed to raising people's consciousness about modem slavery and to erecting a 
permanent monument commemorating the Africans who died as a result of the Atlantic Slave Trade. 
Reason: More education than organizing. Some seems social service. No significant collaborations- even though 
has been around since 1989. University based. 
15. Sex Worker's Action Project 
920 Prospect Avenue, Olympia, WA 98506 Tara Perkins 360/280-4166 
Funding for an organization that promotes dignity, safety, and economic justice for sex workers. 
Reason: Work looks mostly web and performance-based (e-bulletins and art shows). Not much information on 
follow-up organizing and other details. Looking for funds to purchase a database- but could use powerful free 
download from Organizer's Collaborative 
16. Southern Californians for Youth 
2811 Whittier Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90023 Nathan Thuan Nguyen 323/446-0363 
Funding for a network of social justice youth organizations working to build power among low-income youth of 
color in Greater Los Angeles and to support existing and emerging youth organizations. 
Reason: Good groups are involved. Budget is $141,000. No references from local youth organizers. 
• 
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17. Texas Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty 
602 W. 7th Street, Ste. #202, Austin, TX 78701 Vicki McCuistion 512/441-1808 
Funding for an organization that educates people in Texas about the inequities and inhumanity of the death penalty 
and works to abolish the death penalty everywhere. 
Reason: Tough area, good collaborations. Have a positive bank balance of $92,000. Carry forward $36,000 from 
two year grant. 
18. The Truth Project, Inc. 
P.O. Box 7394, Delray Beach, FL 33482 Rich Hersh 561/499-4763 
Funding for an organization whose mission is to counter military recruitment and demilitarize the schools in Palm 
Beach, as well as other counties. 
Reason: Not very diverse. Program goals and methods vague. Answers to Q.#11 are not very good. 
19. Transgender Day of Remembrance Organizing Committee 
c/o Safe Space, Burlington, VT 05402 Clark Sheldon 802/863-0003 
Funding to plan events that memorialize, mourn the loss of, and celebrate the lives of people killed due to anti-
transgender prejudice. 
Reason: All events are one time only. No on-going organizing around issues of oppression 
/ 
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2006 Budget Narrative 
Fiscal Overview 
This budget was prepared as the result of a look back at trends over a five year period of Resist income and 
expenses. Line item increases or decreases are proposed based upon that trend analysis. 
Prior Fiscal Policy: 
In 1996 the Board voted to spend down current assets at up to $20,000 ofexpenses over income each year. 
The Board also vo"ted that: 
I. All restricted funds must be maintained at current principal levels. This would include: the Loan Fund, 
the Resist Endowment, the Holmes Memorial Fund _and the Cohen Memorial Fund. Currently, this totals 
approximately $116,986. · 
2. Resist will maintain $25,000 in cash on hand each year in the Operating Fund to cover the costs of any 
prospecting mailing (later amended to cover any temporary cash shortfall). 
3. Resist will reserve $35,000 to cover any unanticipated expenses which might arise during the course of 
a single year. Based on current budget expansion this totals $70,000. 
As a result, the total fund balances which Resist should not fall below is $175,000. However, actual spending 
needs suggest fund balances should not fall below $210,000. The FY 6 Budget takes this policy into account and 
reflects that Resist can no longer spend down its assets. 
Special Event Income/Expenses 
This budget does not reflect any financial requests for expenses related to planning or hosting of events related to 
Resist 40"' anniversary in 2007 or other special events. 
Benchmarks: 
In the past, Resist direct grant and newsletter expenses (exclusive of administration of the programs) have been 
close to or exceeding 50% of the total annual budget. In the last several years, as expenses have outpaced income, 
grant spending has remained stable with other costs have increased. As a result, direct program expenses are now 
approximately 44% of the annual budget. 
Bottom Line 
This budget leaves Resist with $13,513 of expenses over income (a net loss). If Yafreisy moves to Pedro health 
insurance plan- this will balance the budget. The Budget will ultimately be balanced after final review and 
adjustments by the Finance Committee. 
Income 
/11come Projections 
Internal and £tternal mailing Income: Newsletter is projected to remain stable as donors continue to adjust to the 
reduction in Newsletter issues from 10 to 6 per year implemented in FY 5. ABC income will increase by 3% 
(55,000) based upon increased numbers of donors retained through prospect mailings and better coordination of 
newsletter, house and prospecting solicitations. Prospect income is projected to increase by 5% ($2,000) based 
upon current economic trends and response rates in FY 5- unless charitable giving in response to Hurricane 
Katrina has a significant impact on potential donors. Pledge income is projected to increase by 3% based upon 
pledge drives, electronic funds transfers and credit card increases. Increases predicted from internal and external 
mailings total $12,000 (4% over FY 5). 
Special Contributions: Stocks are projected to increase 28% in comparison to the FY 5 budget based on current 
market projections and stock valuation. YTD stocks actually received are $12,000 over FY 4 Budget YTD. 
Unsolicited donations are expected to decrease 17% ($20,000) given that FY 5 donations are far behind current 
projections ($26,651 received vs. $65,280 projected YTD). This figure may be impacted by the fact that budget 
numbers for this line item in QuickBooks are not weighted to reflect that the bulk of donations are received in 
November and December. As a result, Special Contributions will show a 5% decrease of$13,000. 
• 
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Board Fundraising: Board fundraising is still an integral part of the budget (approximately $20,000). In FY Sit 
docs not appear that members will meet their fundraising goals. I.t is important to note this both as a ml flag for 
FY 6 and to remind Board members of their agreement 
Investment Income: Projected $1,370 less income in comparison to FY 5 budget based on current projections and 
decrease in overall assets. 
Sales: T-shirts sales are projected to remain the same given the introduction of new lines. 
Total Income: Projection is for approximately $18,070 less in revenue in comparison to FY 4 (a 3% decrease) . 
. Fund-raising Strategies Proposed for 2006 
Resist's income to expense ratio has decreased over the last 3 years. Whereas Resist benefited from the economic 
boom of the -1990s, Resist has continued to experience a proportional drop during the economic downturn of the 
current market. Resist has also been negatively impacted by the re-direction of donor funds in response to the 
2004 presidential election and the tsunami following the election. It is unclear how donor response to hurricane 
Katrina will impact Resist during FY 6. This is congruent with the experience of other social justice foundations-
which have reported a reduction in both major and sustaining gifts. Given that Resist will also encounter some 
decreases in the traditional sources of funding, two emphases are suggested for the coming year: 
I. Increase Board outreach to potential donors. 
This proposal continues the plan implemented in FY 5 requiring that each Board and Advisory Board member be 
encouraged to raise $1,000 over the course of FY 6. Strategies could include outreach to family members, 
colleagues, and fellow activists through written solicitations, house parties or sponsorships. The goal would be 
for Board members to raise approximately $20,000 during FY 6. 
2. Expand the base through maintenance of prospect mailing program . 
Resist should continue to engage in an aggressive donor acquisition project. It is important to maintain donor 
acquisition to offset (and move past) donor attrition. The costs and benefits of this strategy are already included in 
the FY 6 budget. 
Expenses 
There are no major program changes identified in this budget given the current budget projections. Any Board 
decision-making about programmatic changes will require a budget revision process !.o take those costs into 
account. Moreover, given the uncertainty of Resist income streams, the Board may want to identify certain areas 
of expenses that could be reduced as needed. 
Grants: There is a 2% reduction in general support grants (55,000) as a means of balancing the budget. 
ABC: $2,500 has been included to reflect continuing use of Nancy Greenhouse as a consultant to refine internal 
fundraising appeals. 
Newsletter: 3% (51,000) reductions in cost reflect a decrease from IO to 6 issues per year. 
Temporary help: The 27% reduction in costs ($2,000) reflects the stipend for Jean Smith and some additional 
funds as necessary. In FY'OS, this line item also included funds for temporary help during Yafreisy maternity 
leave. 
Consultant: $1,500 reflects the need for a computer consultant to upgrade the web site. These costs may be 
donated by Damien Keith, the web designer. 
Personnel: A 1 % increase of $2,859 reflects: staff cost-of-living increases and health insurance cost increases. 
Implementation of Tufts Health Plan in FY 5 has resulted in approximately $1,000 in savings to date. In FY 6 
( during open enrollment), Yafreisy may shift to her husband health insurance plan- with a potential savings of 
$13,000 not currently reflected in the budget. Please note that Robin is currently working 4/5 time and is not 
budgeted as a full time position for FY 6. 
( 
FY2002 
• Income Internal Mailings $333,043 
Prospect Mailings $41;851 
Special Contributions $240,849 
Investments ($28,606) 
Other $2,041 
Total Income $589,178 
Expenses 
Fundraising 
Internal Mailing Costs $14,565 
Prospect Mailing Costs $41,480 
Other Fundraising Costs $1,554 
Total Fundraising Costs $57,599 
Program 
Grants $336,880 
Grants Program $696 
• • Newsletter $42,733 
Website $0 
Total Program Costs ·$380,309 
J ther 
Personnel $160,105 
General and Administrative $55,894 
Board Expenses $8,821 
Total Other Costs $224,820 
Total Expenses $662,728 
Total Income (Loss) ($73,550) 
Other Income/Expense 
Suspense 
Net Income (Loss) 
• 
) 
2006Budget 
Board Form 
FY2003 FY04 
$333,903 $341,170 
$40,733 $42,408 
$236,130 $221,347 
$25,266 $9,386 
$2,319 $5,958 
$638,351 $620,270 
$16,922 $13,252 
$45,621 $51,058 
$1,717 $1,026 
$64,260 65,336 
$306,900 $305,457 
$2,659 $4,785 
$46,220 $41,969 
$992 $850 
$356,770 353,061 
$179,850 $182,925 
$65,642 . $64,258 
$5,637 $3,826 
$251,129 $251,010 
$672,159 $669,406 
FY05 
YTD 
$193,602 
$20,727 
$76,407 
$4,224 
$3,413 
$298,373 
$14,610 
$23,671 
$582 
$38,863 
$211,350 
$2,295 
$16,690 
$808 
$231,144 
$139,954 
$47,972 
$1,463 
$189,390 
$459,396 
($33,808) ($49,136) ($161,023) 
$4,665 
($156,358) 
Budget Budget 06/05 % 
2005 . 2006 
$360,000 $370,000 
$40,000 $42,000 
$266,000 $253,500 
$24,180 $8,260 
$9,175 $7,525 
$699,35S $681,28S 
$18,900 $20,000 
$46,700 $46,700 
$2,145 $1,650 
$67,745 $68,350 
$310,000 $305,000 
$3,750 $6,600 
$32,200 $31,200 
$2,000 $2,000 
$347,950 $344,800 
$194,475 $197,334 
$80,716 $78,964 
$10,300 $5,350 
$285,491 $281,648 
$701,186 $694,798 
($1,831) ($13,513) 
•• 
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Finance Narrative to accompany the 
Resist Balance Sheet and Board Report (1/1/05- 8/31/05) 
Big Picture: 
(refer to Balance Sheet- A) 
Assets: 
Current total assets are approximately $70,687 less than FY04 year-to-date. Expenses over income in 2004 
account for approximately $47,000 of the total. 
6 Month Income and Expens·e levels· (Month End August 30, 2005) 
(FY 2005 compared to Budget: refer to Board Report - B): 
Currently income is down approximately $82,067 and expenses are down approximately $27,620 in relation to 
budgeted amounts. As a result, net income ( expenses over income) is a loss of approximately $54,448 in relation 
to the anticipated budget for this period of time. 
Revenue: 
2005 Y-T-D revenue is down about $82,067 in comparison to Y-T-D budget figures ($280,199 v. $362,266). 
This difference in relation to the budget is made up of the following factors: 
- Internal Mailing Contributions are down: 
- Pledge Income is up 
- Newsletter Income is down 
- ABC Income is down 
- Prospect Income is down 
- Special Contributions are down 
Foundation contributions are down* 
Unsolicited Contributions are down** 
Matching Grants are up 
Stock Contributions are up about 
Other Special Contributions are down*** 
- Other Revenue is down 
- Unrealized Gain (loss) is down 
Losses: Total: 
Gains: Total: 
($97,666) 
$16,729 
$ 3,360 
($ 1,539) 
($7,910) 
($6,089) 
($ 173) 
($35,452) 
($35,609) 
$ 666 
$12,703 
($7,888) 
($65,580) 
($ 1,689) 
($ 7,406) 
* Foundation contributions include a decrease of $2,500 from one donor, $3,500 from one donor who gave 
individually in 2005 , 4 donors whose contributions totaling $4,850 have not yet been received. Foundation 
income has not been weighted and so budget figures YTD may not be accurate. Foundation income is 
approximately $10,000 less than FY04 YTD. 
** Unsolicited Contributions includes $34,150 in distributions from estates in 2004. Unsolicited income has 
not been weighted and so budget figures YTD may not be accurate. Unsolicited Contributions are $33 ,000 less 
than FY04 YTD. 
*** Other Special Contributions includes $20,000 to be raised by the Board and Advisory Board . 
• 
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Expenses: 
Total expenses 2005 Y-T-D are about $27,620 under budget. 
Over-budget amount: $3,210 
- ABC costs 
- Personnel/Health Insurance 
Under-budget amount: ($26,524) 
$2,021 
$1,189 
Internal Mailing Costs are $1,500 under budget because: 
- Pledge costs 
Prospect Mailing 
Other fundraising costs 
Grants 
Grants Program 
Newsletter Costs 
W eh Site / Internet Costs 
General and Administrative 
Misc. expenses 
Board expenses 
($1,536) 
($7,462) 
($ 848) 
($2,783) 
($ 200) 
($4,777) 
($ 545) 
($5,397) 
($1,872) 
($5,404) 
I.,-...,,_ 
• IST, INC. 
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Accrual Buis Profit & Loss Budget Performance 
August2005 
Aug OS Aug04 Bud1et Jan - Aug OS YTD Budget Jan-Aul 04 Annual Bud1et 
Ordinary Income/Expense 
Income 
Internal Mailings 27,991.85 18,839.50 14,400.00 180,390.46 186,480.00 178,985.01 360,000.00 
Prospecting 540.00 320.00 1,600.00 20,546.65 20,720.00 14,687.57 40,000.00 
Other Revenue 389.00 65.00 337.00 2,675.00 4,364.14 1,035.81 8,425.00 
Special contributions 13,193.56 10,684.92 10,640.00 72,208.36 137,788.00 97,483.39 266,000.00 
Investment Income 239.58 197.39 185.20 2,070.89 2,398.34 1,655.23 4,630.00 
Realized gain or loss (567.93) 0.00 0.00 (567.93) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Unrealized gain (loss) 428.84 1,124.08 782.00 2,721.15 10,126.90 2,340.82 19,550.00 
Miscellaneous revenue 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 51.80 4.10 100.00 
Restricted Funds 0.00 0.00 26.00 150.00 336.70 150.00 650.00 
Total Income 42,214.90 31,230.89 27,974.20 280,198.58 362,265.88 296,341.93 699,355.00 
Expense 
Internal Mailing Costs 300.00 1,912.92 1,575.00 13,084.89 12,600.00 8,200.58 18,900.00 
Prospecting Malling Costs 0.00 60.00 3,891.66 23 ,670.81 31,133.36 29,813.00 46,700.00 
Other Fundralslng Costs 0.00 75 .25 178.75 581.61 1,430.00 578.17 2,145.00 
Grant 50,950.75 32,000.00 53,116.67 211,349.77 214,133 .32 154,484.65 315,000.00 
Grants Program 403.50 133.62 312.50 2,295.19 2,500.00 3,430.41 3,750.00 
Newsletter Costs 1,123.40 3,870.52 2,683.34 16,690.42 21,466.64 28,880·.37 32,200.00 
Website & Internet 95.07 74.91 166.67 788.21 1,333.32 552.29 2,000.00 
Personnel 14,852.74 14,560.80 16,206.18 130,838.43 129,649.28 118,028.69 194,474.00 
General and Administrative 4,367.12 3,639.91 5,755.51 46,846.91 52,243.96 47,718.09 75,266.00 
Misc expenses 124.06 140.05 454.17 1,760.65 3,633 .32 1,652.68 5,450.00 
Board Expense 450.19 288 .32 858.33 1,463 .32 6,866.68 2,581 .53 10,300.00 
Total Expense 72,666.83 56,756.30 85 ,198.78 449,370.21 476,989.88 395,920.46 706,185.00 
Net Ordinary Income (30,451.93) (25,525.41) (57,224.58) (169,171.63) (114,724.00) (99,578.53) (6,830.00) 
Other Income/Expense 
Other Expense 
Suspense 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 
Total Other Expense 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 
Net Other Income 0.00 0.00 0.00 (150.00) 
Net lncomr ( '\0 ,-IS I .'>.'\ ) (2S,S2S .. l l ) (S7 ,22 -t.'-X ) /1 <,'> I 7 1 Ii\ \ ( 11 I '71 f lllll 1'11 ) '7 l '{ ~1 , , P lfl 01\ \ 
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Possible 2006 Newsletter Issues 
Below is a list of potential topics for 2006 newsletters. They are listed in no particular order and 
are, of course, adjustable based upon unfolding political events. In addition to the annual Grants-
in-Review issue, Resist publishes 5 newsletters. 
* Art c10:d activism - new protest music, federal funding and the arts, hip hop and 
organizing, creative solutions, interview with someone. (PINTIG, Art in Action, 
Sol y Soul, Center for Artistic Revolution) 
* Environment - Impact of US-style capitalism on environment in China, Russia, Latin 
America. Alternate energy sources (wind, solar, vegetable oil-powered vehicles), 
Executive Orders in National Park lands, impact of global warming. (Kingsport 
Citizens, G'wichin Steering Committee, Silver Valley) 
* Legal System- changes to Court (appointments), death penalty moratorium work, 
limits to access to legal services, impact of Patriot Act II, detentions and 
immigrant deportation (National Lawyers Guild, UJP, NARAL) 
*Organizing in the South - anti-racism efforts, organizing after hurricane season, training 
centers (KY Alliance, Appalachian Women's Alliance, SC-Progr. Network, Oak 
Ridge, TN Progr. Network) 
* Immigrant Activism and Immigrant Rights - relationship to labor unions, impact of 
globalization on immigration trends, access to travel/PA TRI OT Act provisions 
(PRYSM, San Lucas, Coalition for HR oflmmigrants, Multi-Ethnic Immigrant 
Worker Organizing Network, PCUN, STITCH) 
* Children and Education - hunger and poverty, education, violence, Rosenberg Fund, 
US schools failing (Radical Teacher, Robby Meeropol, Salem-Kaiser) 
* Rural Organizing efforts - Bitterroot, Arco Iris, Rural Organizing Project, Sand 
Mountain . 
•• 
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Board Outreach Campaign 
Gifts as of 9129/2005 
solicitor name "referred constituent name 
Hank Rosemont Gerson Lesser 
Hank Rosemont Michael S Glaser 
Marc Miller F.PatDodge 
Marc Miller Cheryl Forte 
Marc Miller Elma Smolen 
Marc Miller Gertrude Scott 
Marc Miller · James Donahue 
Marc Miller Matthew and Linda Belamarich 
Marc Miller Roy Shulman 
Marc Miller Ruth and Benjamin Miller 
Marc Miller Sandra Hackman 
Marc Miller Susan Posner 
Nikhil Aziz Ashok Gangolli 
Nikhil Aziz Barbara Weinstein 
Nikhil Aziz John and Rosemary Hirschfelder 
Nikhil Aziz Naseem Hines 
Nikhil Aziz Nikhil Aziz 
Nikhil Aziz Niranjan and Shanta Senegal 
Nikhil Aziz Prakash Limaye 
Nikhil Aziz Rebee Garofalo 
Payal Parekh Brent Hoffman 
Robin Carton Michael Gast 
Robin Carton Michelle Martin 
Total 
gift amount gift date 
$40.00 8/10/2005 
$50.00 1/26/2005 
$55.00 9/19/2005 
$500.00 9/2912005 
$25.00 1/10/2005 
$25.00 9/19/2005 
$50.00 9/19/2005 
$20.00 9/19/2005 
$50.00 9/13/2005 
$25.00 9/19/2005 
$25.00 9/19/2005 
$50.00 9/19/2005 
$350.00 8/9/2005 
$250.00 7/21/2005 
$100.00 6/24/2005 
$50.00 8/9/2005 
$1,000.00 6/10/2005 
$201.00 8/27/2005 
$100.00 6/29/2005 
$100.00 7/6/2005 
$25.00 1/27/2005 
$125.00 7/18/2005 
$250.00 4/11/2005 
$3,466.00 
• 
• 
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RESIST House Appeal 
2000-2005 Analysis 
(as of 9/29/2005) 
l# Sent 
March Appeal 
2000 · 
2001 3,100 
2002 4,114 
2003 4,012 
2004 4,979 
2005 4,227 
' 
June/July Appeal I 
· 2000 I 
2001 3,109 
2002 4,025! 
2003 5,048 
2004 4,170 1 
2005 : 4,762 
2,590 
i 7,352 
# Returned % Returned ; $ Returned Average Gift 
I 
335 10.81% $20,504.00 $61.21 
459 11.16% $25,563.10 $55.69 
380 9.47% $18,531 .25 . $48.TT 
437 8.78% $21,842.00 $49.98 
473 11 .19% $25,021.52 $52.90 
I 
I 
I 
I 
230 · 7.40% $11 ,581 .25 ' $50.35 
345: 8.57% $18,327.50! $53.12 
382 7.57% $20,970.771 $54.90 
223 1 5.35% $13,500.25 $60.54 
483 · 10.14% $24,239.38 $50.19 
-------- 30 1.16% • $1,510.00 $50.33 
... ~ :----..6.98% $25,749.38 $50.19 
- -
September Appeal , 'Total Julv2005: July2005:Lapsed I-I 
2000 , 2,500 • 179 7.16% $9,835.20 $54.95 
2001 ' 3,300 270 8.18% I $15,079.25 $55.85 
2002 4,828 319 6.61%; $19,115.00 $59.92 
2003 5,676 393 6.92% $28,321.75 $72.07 
2004, 4,624 310 6.70% $32,151.00 $103.71 
20051 4,915 295 6.00% $13,352.10 $45.26 
I 
December Appeal : 
2000 1 2,794 499 17.86% i $50,104.00 $100.41 
2001 1 4,309 675 15.66% I $61,603.68 $91 .26 
2002 5,154 787 15.27% , $66,008.50 $83.87 
2003 : 5,854 689 11. 77% , $65,658.50 $95.30 
20041 6,436 579 9.00% I $56,857.50 $98.20 
( 
I 
., Resist Funding Appeal Returns Analyses 
• 
ABC DOLLARS RETURNED 
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
March $20,504.00 $25,563.10 $18,531.25 $21,842.00 $25,021.52 ( June/July $11,581.25 $18,327.50 $20,970.77 $13,5()0.25 $25,479.38 
September $15,079.25 $19,115.00 $28,321.75 $25,261.00 $13,352.10 
December $61,603.68 $66,008.50 $65,658.50 $56,857.50 
ABC PERCENTAGES 
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
March 10.81% 11 .16% 9.47% 8.78% 11.19% 
June/July 7.40% 8.57% 7.57% 5.35% 6.98% 10.14% Renewals 
September 8.18% 6.61% 6.92% 6.01% 6.00% 
December 15.66% 15.27% 11.77% 9.00% 
March 2005 PROSPECT MAILING RETURNS 
Code UstName Malled : :_ # Reb.Jmed %Reb.Jmed ·$Returned Avg Gift 
CS05 Citizen Soldier Don01 4,751 65 1.37% $1,918.40 $29.51 
OS05 Coop America 4,757 41 0.86% $1,063.00 $25.93 
• 
LS05 Council for a livable 4,544 61 1.34% $1,261.00 $20.67 
DPS05 Davis Putter 1,275 13 1.02% $485.00 $37.31 
HCS05 Highlander Center 3,897 14 0.36% $400.00 $28.57 
HTS05 HighTower Lowdown 9.440 74 0.78% $1,885.00 · $25.47 
( ITTS05 In These Times 13,237 135 1.02% $4,003.00 $29.65 
IFS0S lnFact Donors 4,154 74 1.78% $1,289.25 $17.42 
21S05 lapsed xx mos 1,016 26 2.56% $766.50 $29.48 
22S05 Lapsed - Very - xx m 1,563 35 2.24% $1,063.50 $30.39 
RS05 Rosenberg Fund 3,738 62 1.66% $2,260.00 $36.45 
WS05 Wellstone Action Lee 4,492 26 0.58% $693.00 $26.65 
unknown 25 $677.00 $27.08 
Total Records Proc 56,864 651 1.14% $17,764.65 $27.29 
• 
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Multiple Grants in a Single Year 
The Board raised a question a while ago about awarding groups several grants in one year- effectively 
giving them more than the $3,000 maximum grant award. The Committee considered several 
circumstances where this might happen. 
Accessibility Grants: 
Guideline: RESIST is committed to supporting projects that enable all people to participate in the 
movement for social justice. RESIST will fund the additional costs of projects or events which will make 
them accessible to people with disabilit~es (e.g., signers for events, or wheelchair accessible venues) for 
amounts up to $3,000. Application procedures are the same as for priority grants and are considered at 
RESIST board meetings. Decisions on acc~ssibility grants are based on the potential success of the 
underlying project. ~ 
Recommendation: By design these grants are to provide additional funds to enable participation by 
people with disabilities in organizing projects or events from which they would otherwise be excluded. 
The Committee recommends that groups be allowed to receive one accessibility grant of up to $3,000 in 
addition to a general support grant each year. 
Technical Assistance Grants: 
Resist will provide awards up to $500 to enable current grantees to receive technical assistance. Grantees 
who have been funded at least two times during the preceding five years may apply for a Technical 
Assistance grant. Funds will be available on a quarterly basis and will be dispersed on a. first come-first 
serve basis. Proposals are reviewed and grants awarded within a two-week time frame for trainings that 
will occur within 3-5 months of the award . 
Recommendation: These grants are to provide additional funds to enable grantees to netwo-rk with other 
groups at conferences as well as to solidify their organizational capacity. The Committee recommends 
that eligible grantees be allowed to receive one technical assistance grant of up to $500 in addition to a 
general support grant each year. 
. ) 
Emergency G11ants: 
Emergency grants of up to $300 are available on an s-needed basis. These grants are designed t_o ~t Ip 
groups respond quickly to unexpected organizing needs. While it is impossible to preci~y define an 
emergency, these grants are generally given to provide support for demonstrations, or other events arising 
from a political crisis. These grants are not intended to provide a safety net for groups who have failed to 
adequately plan for their financial needs, or who have missed the regular funding deadline. 
Recommendation: These grants are to provide additional funds to support grantees who need to respond 
quickly to a developing situation or who have suffered a dramatic organizational setback ( e.g. a burglary 
.or fire). The Committee recommends that groups be allowed to receive at least one emergency grant of 
up to $300 in addition to a general support grant each year. In the event that a group were to apply for 
more than one emergency grant- each additional application would be considered on a case by case basis. 
1 
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Personnel Policy Changes 
The Board needs to vote on whether it approves or not the new proposed changes in Resist 
Personnel Policy. These include the following: 
Vacation: 
New Language: All new employees receive three weeks paid vacation in their first year. This is 
prorated for part-time staff. Vacation is accrued on a monthly basis and begins accruing at the 
beginning of each calendar year. Employees on probation may take vacation as it is accrued. For 
new employees, vacation leave is prorated for the first year through December 31. At the 
beginning of their third year and thereafter, staff members receive four weeks vacation. Staff will 
negotiate vacation leave with each other to ensure that office needs are met. Whenever possible, 
staff will notify the Personnel Committee one month in advance of any vacation leave over five 
days in length. A maximum of two weeks of unused vacation leave can be carried over to the 
next year, but none beyond that time. 
For this year only: Carol and Robin can use up to five weeks of the vacation time they previously 
accumulated, but unused time can not be carried over beyond this year, except for the two weeks 
normally allotted. 
Old Language: 
All new employees receive three weeks paid vacation in their first year. This is prorated for part-
time staff. Vacation is accrued on a monthly basis and begins accruing at the beginning of each 
calendar year. Employees on probation may take vacation as it is accrued. For new employees, 
vacation leave is prorated for the first year through December 31. Vacation leave can be carried 
over to the next year, but no more than two weeks' vacation may be carried over beyond that 
time. At the beginning of their third year and thereafter, staff members receive four weeks 
vacation. Staff will negotiate vacation leave with each other to ensure that office needs are met. 
Whenever possible, staff will notify the Personnel Committee one month in advance of any 
vacation leave over five days in length. 
Personal Leave: 
New Language: RESIST allows each full-time staff member 16 days of personal leave per year. 
This is prorated for less than full-time staff The staff member may use this leave for illness, 
medical/dental appointments, or personal reasons. Upon request, the Board can approve 
additional personal leave time based on the recommendation of the Personnel Committee. If 
possible or reasonable, staff members will inform their colleagues in advance of the need for 
personal leave. A maximum of 5 days of unused personal leave can be carried over to the next 
year. 
Old Language: RESIST allows each full-time staff member 16 days of personal leave per year. 
This is prorated for less than full-time staff. The staff member may use this leave for illness, 
medical/dental appointments, or personal reasons. Upon request, the Board can approve 
additional personal leave time based on the recommendation of the Personnel Committee. If 
possible or reasonable, staff members will inform their colleagues in advance of the need for 
• personal leave. 
• 
• 
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Resist 
Board Development Committee 
Minutes 
Advisory Board 
8/18/05 
A couple months ago, Marc had a call with Pam and Frank. Neither has 
responded to his follow-up notes. Would now like to get a letter to the 
BOA over their signatures. Want them to send an e-mail letter. 
• reminder about note from Carol 
• 40th anniversary coming up, set up ad hoc committee. looking 
for additional members of that committee. 
• possible book idea-grantee stories, updated Newsletter articles, 
draw on some of our famous people. could make money on 
advance from a publisher, labor would be volunteer. Marc Miller 
knows publishers, contacts. Also possible film, documentary. 
• Marc will follow-up with Pam and Frank, and Marc will possibly 
ghost write a letter based upon their feedback which they can 
then send to the BOA. 
• Additional discussions (maybe 3 times a year) with BOA and 
other friends of Resist . 
Need to add Kendra to the Advisory Board list. 
Carol will send Hank's article from FPIF along with a note to the BOA. 
Recruitment 
Trina Jackson - Cynthia 
Amanda Mattos-Gonzalez - Carol call 
Anne Lipsett - Carol call 
Kendra's replacement(s) - Marc 
Catherine Joseph - Cynthia call 
Kathy Brown - Cynthia call 
left over from last meeting- Add to list: Sophie Kim, Harmony 
Goldberg, Kohei Ishihara@ Prism in R.I. 
issue: board recruitment and travel-are we looking for people from all 
over although it would increase the cost 
Send e-mail to newer members re people 
Bob Zevin: Board, Advisory Board, Finance Committee? What level of 
participation are we interested in from him, or could we imagine him 
contributing. Ask Wayne if he knows him and if he would set up a 
meeting? Marc will call Wayne 
• 
• 
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General board health 
- Check-in meetings 
Marc contacted Leila, who is in town. 
No contact from Kay yet on Marc's e-mail re meeting with her. 
Marc will mail it to her. 
Meetings scheduled for Cynthia, Marc, Nikhil 
Abby's meeting will be at Board Staff lunch 
Hank to be scheduled when in the country 
New committee membership check-in 
Still working on making sure that members are only on two 
committees max and that if on Fundraising, only on one. See June 
Board meeting minutes with committee list approved by Board vote . 
In order to bring the Board into compliance with the vote, Marc needs 
to step off of Personnel Committee which leaves no-one on that 
committee. People without two committees and not on Fundraising: 
Leila, Becca, Omar, Abby, Camilo. Staff personnel review time is 
coming up so this is important. Discussion: recruit an advisory board 
member. Until committee set, Marc will remain on it. 
Exit interviews 
•Marc is interviewing Kendra. 
•Cynthia waiting to hear back from Pam regarding whether or not the 
write-up accurately reflects the interview. 
•Carol will e-mail Payal. 
Political Discussion-need to discuss 
Do we want our political discussions to be grounded in Resist? Yes. 
In general, for Board meetings, have a broad question to think about 
as read the proposals and this is part of what they can bring to the 
discussion. 
For next meeting: 
The question would be Is this a special political moment (what do we 
mean by special political moment) or is this more of the same? 
• 
• 
• 
Think about this question as you are reading the grant packet. And lets 
talk about this for political discussion. 
Board - staff lunch 
Cynthia to e-mail Abby re meeting in September 
Next meeting 
Monday September 19th at 9:30 a.m . 
• 
• 
• 
Resist 
Board Development Committee 9/19/05 
Minutes 
Present: Carol, Marc, Cynthia (chair), Omar (by phone) 
1. Advisory Board 
Marc to draft letter that chairs will send saying they are 
following up, we are your chairs, asking for ideas, do you want 
to be on 40th anniv. committee? 
2. Recruitment 
Jennifer Gordon, excellent candidate, see if she's interested -
Omar will see if has time. MacArthur fellow, founder of project. 
Amanda Mattos Gonzalez: CB and CS interviewed last week. 
Been doing paralegal work in immigrant law. Happy to join 
again. Interested in committees: grants and 40th anniversary. 
Ann Lipsett: With Will Miller founded Green Mountain Fund(?) . 
Interviewing next week. 
Kathy Brown: Cynthia left message @ work, Kathy sent 
donation, cb get home number 
Trina Jackson: cb to contact after Oct 6 
Catherine Joseph: cb to contact Oct 4 
Kendra's replacement: Marc to do exit interview with Kendra 
Carol to send packets to: Sophie Kim (Marc will follow up with 
call), Harmony Goldberg (Carol will follow up with call), 
Kohei Ishihara@ Prism in R.I. (Omar will follow up with call) 
Zevin: let's hold on him for names, contacts, etc 40th anniv. 
3. General board health 
Leila: Been on board three years. Been traveling, new teaching 
position at UMA Boston. Had good re-connection. Will be able to 
participate more this year. Personnel committee . 
• 
• 
• 
Kay: Marc will call today to follow up on letter, e-mail, call. 
Abby: Cynthia and she are still trying to schedule 
4. New committee membership check-in 
To be continued 
5. Exit interviews 
Carol emailed Payal 
Cynthia will contact Pam again to see if she approves of the 
write up cb did 
Marc meeting with Kendra 
6. Political Discussion 
Is this special political moment? Re Katrina-see perhaps Bell 
Chevigny message. Leila is chair for discussion. 
7. Board - staff lunch 
Cynthia/Abby 
8. Next meeting 
Monday, November 14th @ 9:30 a.m . 
• 
• 
• 
Executive Committee Minutes 
5:00 p.m. Wednesday, September 8, 2005, at Resist 
Nikhil, Cynthia, Marc, Robin, with Carol for appropriate committees 
1. WELCOME, AGENDA REVIEW 
*********** 
2. FINANCE. Nikhil (chair), Robin, Yafreisy, Wenda, Becca 
Meeting in two weeks 
Doing budget prep for next year 
Income is rising. 
Finance is looking for a financial advisor. Steve Fahrer at Progressive Asset management might 
have some ideas 
*********** 
3. FUNDRAISING. Carol (temp chair), Carmen (incoming chair), Kay, Wee, Hank, Leila 
Sept. in-house appeal has been sent. Went out first class so it goes quickly. Hope is people will 
give and not be freaked out by the delay of one grant cycle. 
Carol is meeting with Nancy Greenhouse about the donor acquisition mailing planned for 
November. Research ongoing about major donors for board members to do calls. Calls will be 
divided among board members. Training and tips at October board meeting on how to do calls. 
Calls will be made the next week. Carol will check with Carmen on whether she wants to do this. 
Dick Ohmann forwarded Advisory Board appeal mailing, but not donations yet. 
*********** 
4. 40TH ANNIVERSARY AD HOC COMMITTEE, Yafreisy, Cynthia, Carol, Kay 
Ideas, auction, etc. 
Hasn't met yet. Yafreisy will be asked to call a meeting. Need to know any budget implications 
for next year. We will brainstorm ideas at next board meeting. 
*********** 
5. COMMUNICATIONS. Abby (chair), Ty, Carol, Robert, Hank 
Will meet on Monday. 
Hank and Abby off and running on radio shows. 
Need to review bios for their appeal to Web viewers to make people give money. Marc will help 
create ones that do not exist currently. 
Parking lot/other items to consider: 
* Ideas for staff training 
* Translation of materials: questions of resources, logistics, other languages, political vision, 
other translation things (newsletter, Web site). Communications to consider when we have more 
resources. Might use Web-based free translators. 
*********** 
6. BOARD DEVELOPMENT. Cynthia (chair), Carol, Omar, Marc 
Interviews being scheduled with Ann Lipsett and Amanda Matos Gonzales as prospective board 
members Robin suggested current intern, Amanda Torres, as a possible board member 
• 
Board health: Meeting with Leila in a week. Haven't been able to set up a time with Kay . 
Advisory board: Waiting to talk with Pam as co-chair, and then letter from Pam and Frank to 
Adv. Bd. with update. 
PARKING LOT: 
* Board leave policy: address and prepare proposal for board. 
*********** 
7. STAFF 
Board/staff "lunch": Cynthia and Abby 
Y afreisy is learning about financial management, so that Robin can help 
Carol with fundraising and take some of the load off Carol, including staffing the major donor 
program. Y afreisy is taking up the budget process and will also take up audit, with Robin 
providing backup. 
*********** 
8. GRANTS. Camilo (incoming chair), Robin, Yafreisy, Amanda 
40 grants in cycle; 19 to weed out. 
Two topics for next board meeting: 
* evaluate the shift to general support 
* affirm previous Committee recommendations about awarding multiple grants to one group in a 
single year (e.g. General Support, TA, Accessibility, Emergency) 
• Under discussion: 
• 
* Review of Question # 11 on application, particularly in light of response by people of color 
groups 
* Review of performance of multi-year grant program. 
* Analysis of outreach in connection with accessibility and TA grants. 
* Determining what to do if an applicant fails to answer a question entirely 
* Amending financial report to include carryovers, etc. 
* Discussing whether Board members should make reference calls, freeing staff for other work 
* Role of grantees in outreach and fundraising 
- Be more explicit and public about receiving Resist $ and how to give to Resist 
- Meet potential donors (to encourage donors to give/give more) 
*********** 
9. TA. Becca (chair), Robin, Yafreisy 
Hasn't met 
3 TA grants so far 
*********** 
10. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, Marc (chair), Nikhil, Cynthia, Robin 
Robin will be "cheerleader" for fundraising at next board meeting. 
Resist response to hurricane: 
* Created links on our Web site . 
* Sending Email alert with that info. 
* Looking at funder approach 
* Discussion at the next board meeting on: Has this created a new era politically? 
• 
Subpoena report: 
* Resist was subpoenaed for information in connection with a lawsuit one of our grant applicants 
initiated. Robin will report at next board meeting on issues and response. 
* Robin will come up with a list of potential attorneys as candidates for board membership 
DC demo presence: Cynthia and her affinity group will represent Resist. Material will be sent to 
her hotel room. Nick will make a banner and print it. 
*********** 
11. PERSONNEL, Marc 
Motions ready for board meeting on diverse issues related to personnel policies. Due to time 
limitations in June (MANY grants to consider) and August, will be held till October meeting. 
Staff will locate papers or ask Marc to prepare new ones for board meeting. 
Time for staff review: Need a board or adv. bd. member to do this with the "personnel 
committee": Suggested asking Ty, Kate, or Pam 
*********** 
12. OCTOBER 2 BOARD MEETING 
Board Meeting Assignments: 
Facilitators: Becca (business), Carmen (grants), Leila (political discussion) 
Minutes: Omar (business), Robin (grants) 
Lunch: Camilo and Marc 
• DRAFT AGENDA: NOTE LATER START 
Meet, eat, greet (10:45-11:00) 
• 
Agenda review (11 :00-11 :05) 
Approve (or not) minutes (11:05-11:10) 
Political Discussion (11: 10-12: 10) 
Subpoena report (12:10-12:30) 
Lunch (12:30-1:00) 
COMMITTEE BUSINESS: (1:00-3:10) 
* Finance/Fundraising ( 60 minutes) 
* 40th Anniv. (10 minutes) 
* Board Dev.: Advisory Board, 
recruiting, board check-ins (15 minutes) 
* Personnel: Policy changes (15 minutes) 
* Communications: check in ( 5 minutes) 
* Grants: General support, TA grants (15 minutes) 
* TA: check in ( 5 minutes) 
* Staff: (5 minutes) 
Fundraising Activity (3:10-4:00) 
Networking and opportunities, past and upcoming (4:00-4:15) 
Review/reflect/evaluate ( 4: 15-4:30) 
Adjourn ( 4:30) 
Clean up 
******* 
• 
• 
• 
PARKING LOT ON OTHER THINGS TO REMEMBER IDEAS: 
* Identify a mechanism for pursuing the best ideas (vs. those that, for instance, require special 
skills or are less appropriate for Resist). 
* Get brochures, business cards, etc. to all board members and others who could do outreach 
(Y afreisy and Robin to do) 
* Soliciting Grants 
- Could identify a few foundations for re-granting 
- Better to look at funding specifics (newsletter, fundraising) or specific target 
- Who can best approach particular foundations? (Role for advisors here?) 
- 40th anniversary related 
Finance Narrative to accompany the 
Resist Balance Sheet and Board Report (1/1/05- 9/30/05) 
• Big Picture: 
• 
• 
(refer to Balance Sheet- A) 
Assets: 
Current total assets are approximately $70,687 less than FY04 year-to-date. Expenses over income in 2004 
account for approximately $47,000 of the total. 
6 Month Income and Expense levels (Month End August 30, 2005) 
(FY 2005 compared to Budget: refer to Board Report - B): 
Currently income is down approximately $72,805 and expenses are down approximately $40,241 in relation to 
budgeted amounts. As a result, net income ( expenses over income) is a loss of approximately $32,564 in relation 
to the anticipated budget for this period of time. 
Revenue: 
2005 Y-T-D revenue is down about $72,805 in comparison to Y-T-D budget figures ($315,426 v. $388,232). 
This difference in relation to the budget is made up of the following factors: 
- Internal Mailing Contributions are up: 
- Pledge Income is up 
- Newsletter Income is down 
- ABC Income is down 
- Prospect Income is down 
- Special Contributions are down 
Foundation contributions are down* 
Unsolicited Contributions are down** 
Matching Grants are up 
Stock Contributions are up about 
Board Fundraising is down*** 
- Other Revenue is down 
- Unrealized Gain (loss) is down 
Losses: Total: 
Gains: Total: 
($90,165) 
$18,130 
$8,146 
($3,290) 
($ 350) 
$4,500 
($1,879) 
($24,639) 
($41,441) 
$ 640 
$9,344 
($8,118) 
($64,213) 
($ 1,431) 
($ 9,017) 
* Foundation contributions include a decrease of $2,500 from one donor, $3,500 from one donor who gave 
individually in 2005. Foundation income is approximately $5,493 less than FY04 YTD. 
** Unsolicited Contributions. Unsolicited Contributions are $34,217 less than FY04 YTD when $34,150 was 
received in estate distributions. 
*** Board Fundraising includes $20,000 to be raised by the Board and Advisory Board . 
• 
• 
• 
Expenses: 
Total expenses 2005 Y-T-D are about $41,095 under budget. 
Over-budget amount: $4,434 
- ABC costs 
- Personnel/Health Insurance 
Under-budget amount: ($45,528) 
Pledge costs 
Prospect Mailing 
Other fundraising costs 
Grants 
Grants Program 
Newsletter Costs 
Web Site/ Internet Costs 
General and Administrative 
Misc. expenses 
Board expenses 
$3,558 
$ 876 
($ 2,042) 
($11,225) 
($ 1,021) 
($ 3,186) 
($ 507) 
($ 6,347) 
($ 664) 
($11,693) 
($ 2,610) 
($ 6,233) 
5:15 PM RESIST, INC. 
09/t9/05 
Accrual Basis Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual 
January 1 through September 29, 2005 
• Jan -see 05 Budiet $ Over Budiet Jan -see 04 Ordinary Income/Expense 
Income 
30000 · Internal Mailings 209,082.66 204,576.00 4,506.66 200,471 .01 
30900 · Prospecting 20,851 .65 22,730.67 (1,879.02) 15,022.57 
31000 · Other Revenue 3,356.53 4,787.63 (1,431.10) 1,940.77 
32300 · Special contributions 77,757.24 141,970.37 (64,213.13) 98,616.07 
35000 · Investment Income 2,070.89 2,631.07 (560.18) 1,857.77 
38004 · Realized gain or loss 60.47 0.00 60.47 0 
38200 · Unrealized gain (loss) 2,092.75 11 ,109.62 (9,016.87) 3,130.83 
39000 · Miscellaneous revenue 4.00 56.83 (52.83) 36.10 
39500 · Restricted Funds 150.00 369.37 (219.37) 150.00 
Total Income 315,426.19 388,231 .56 (72,805.37) 321,225.12 
Expense 
41000 · Internal Mailing Costs 15,638.92 14,122.50 1,516.42 8,988.06 
47000 · Prospecting Mailing Costs 23,670.81 34,895.30 (11 ,224.49) 29,813.00 
49000 · Other Fundraising Costs 581 .61 1,602.79 (1,021 .18) 615.88 
49500 · Grant 211,349.77 214,536.10 (3,186.33) 155,984.65 
49600 · Grants Program 2,295.19 2,802.08 (506.89) 3,932.59 
49800 · Newsletter Costs 17,713.82 24,060.53 (6,346.71) 34,841.28 
49900 · Website & Internet 830.15 1,494.43 (664.28) 627.20 
51000 · Personnel 146,191.42 145,315.24 876.18 135,245.36 
52000 · General and Administrative 46,668.34 57,807.61 (11,139.27) 52,231 .11 
• 
59500 · Misc expenses 1,760.65 4,072.35 (2 ,311.70) 1,758.69 
65000 · Board Expense 1,463.32 7,696.39 (6,233.07) 2,631.73 
Total Expense 468,164.00 508,405.32 (40,241.32) 426,669.55 
Net Ordinary Income (152,737.81) (120,173.76) (32,564.05) (105,444.43) 
Other Income/Expense 
Other Expense 
99999 · Suspense (4,665.06 150.00 
Total Other Expense 4,665.06 150.00 
Net Other Income 4,665.06 (150.00) 
Net Income (148,072.75) (120,173.76) (27,898.99) (105,594.43) 
• 
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5:01 PM RESIST, INC. 
09/29/05 
Accrual Basis Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual 
January 1 through September 29, 2005 
.inary Income/Expense 
Jan - Sep 05 Budget $ Over Budget Jan - Sep 04 
Income 
30000 · Internal Mailings 
30400 · Pledges 93,386.00 85,240.00 8,146.00 96,087.63 
30500 · Newsletter 33,647.78 36,937.33 (3,289.55) 27,279.50 
30600 · ABC/House mailings 82,048.88 82,398.67 (349.79) 77,103.88 
Total 30000 · Internal Mailings 209,082.66 204,576.00 4,506.66 200,471 .01 
30900 · Prospecting 20,851.65 22,730.67 (1,879.02) 15,022.57 
31000 · Other Revenue 
31020 · Fiscal sponsorship fees 116.75 127.85 (11.10) 168.81 
32040 · List Sales - names in the news 0.00 284.13 (284.13) 630.00 
32080 · Royalties 599.53 113.65 485.88 776.96 
32090 · T-shirt sales 422.00 1,420.67 (998.67) 270.00 
32091 · T-shirt expense 0.00 (568.27) 568.27 0.00 
33040 · NWTRCC 2,218.25 3,409.60 p ,191.35~ 95.00 
Total 31000 · Other Revenue 3,356.53 4,787.63 (1,431.10) 1,940.77 
32300 · Special contributions 
32320 · Board Fundraising 3,531 .00 11,649.47 (8,118.47) 0.00 
32330 · Foundations 20,896.78 45,535.50 (24,638.72) 26,390.63 
32340 · Matching Grants 925.00 284.13 640.87 300.00 
32360 · Unsolicited 26,751 .32 68,192.00 (41,440.68) 60,967.60 
32390 · Stocks 25,653.14 16,309.27 9,343.87 10,957.84 
• 
Total 32300 · Special contributions 77,757.24 141,970.37 (64,213.13) 98,616.07 
35000 · Investment Income 
35010 · Bank Interest 73.04 113.65 (40.61) 78.02 
35092 · Calvert Balanced 0.00 39.78 (39.78) 62.49 
35096 · Domini Social Investment 57.62 85.24 (27.62) 60.09 
35098 · Calvert Bond 1,308.62 2,273.07 (964.45) 1,496.07 
35099 · Schwab One Accounts 247.83 113.65 134.18 125.09 
35100 · Dividends and interest 383.78 5.68 378.10 36.01 
Total 35000 · Investment Income 2,070.89 2,631.07 (560.18) 1,857.77 
38004 · Realized gain or loss 60.47 
38200 · Unrealized gain (loss) 
38293 · Citizens Index 0.00 1,988.93 (1,988.93) (199.51) 
38295 · Womens Equity Fund 18.32 1,420.67 (1,402.35) 840.28 
38296 · Domini Social .Investment 311 .50 1,420.67 (1 ,109.17) (53.38) 
38297 · Calvert Balanced 129.75 852.40 (722.65) 114.22 
38400 · Sun Microsystems 0.00 . 28.41 (28.41) (6.30) 
38494 · Neuberger Berman 792.85 1,420.67 (627.82) 347.96 
38498 · Calvert Bond 1,468.73 3,977.87 (2,509.14) 2,087.56 
38200 • Unrealized gain (loss) - Other !628.40) 0.00 
Total 38200 · Unrealized gain (loss) 2,092.75 11,109.62 (8,388.47) 3,130.83 
39000 · Miscellaneous revenue 4.00 56.83 (52.83) 36.10 
39500 · Restricted Funds 150.00 369.37 !219.37~ 150.00 
Total Income 315,426.19 388,231.56 (72,237.44) 321,225.12 
• 
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5:01 PM RESIST, INC. 
09/2!,/05 
Accrual Basis Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual 
January 1 through September 29, 2005 
.Expense 
Jan - Sep 05 Budget $ Over Budget Jan - Sep 04 
41000 · Internal Mailing Costs 
41100 · Pledge program 
41101 · Printing 1,671 .92 2,615.27 (943.35) 2,221 .25 
41102 · Postage 1,338.58 1,494.43 (155.85) 1,110.17 
41103 · Mail house 701 .20 1,643.90 (942.70) 1,535.49 
Total 41100 · Pledge program 3,711.70 5,753.60 (2,041 .90) 4,866.91 
44000 · ABC/House mailings 
44104 · Consultant 3,095.00 
44101 · Printing 3,507.63 2,988.90 518.73 1,846.54 
44102 · Postage 3,274.01 3,138.33 135.68 1,334.61 
44103 · Mailhouse 2,050.58 2,241.67 p91.09~ 940.00 
Total 44000 · ABC/House mailings 11 ,927.22 8,368.90 3,558.32 4,121.15 
Total 41000 · Internal Mailing Costs 15,638.92 14,122.50 1,516.42 8,988.06 
47000 · Prospecting Mailing Costs 
47101 · Printing 6,619.60 11,955.57 (5,335.97) 8,479.17 
47102 · Postage 7,603.30 8,219.43 (616.13) 8,921 .78 
47103 · Mailhouse 3,444.00 3,810.83 (366.83) 2,722.05 
47104 · Consultants 2,795.00 5,604.17 (2,809.17) 5,625.00 
47105 · Photos and graphics 0.00 74.73 (74.73) 0.00 
47107 · List rentals 3,208.91 5,230.57 !2,021.66~ 4,065.00 
Total 47000 · Prospecting Mailing Costs 23,670.81 34,895.30 (11 ,224.49) 29,813.00 
49000 · Other Fundraising Costs 
• 
49100 · Thank you cards 
49102 · Printing 110.00 261 .52 (151 .52) 235.00 
49103 · Postage 471.61 896.67 (425.06) 380.88 
49109 · Purchase 0.00 18.69 p8.69) 0.00 
Total 49100 · Thank you cards 581.61 1,176.88 (595.27) 615.88 
49300 · Other 
49301 · Misc costs 0.00 149.43 (149.43) 0.00 
49302 · Promo T-shirts 0.00 201 .75 (201 .75) 0.00 
49300 · Other • Other 0.00 74.73 (74.73~ 0.00 
Total 49300 · Other 0.00 425.91 (425.91) 0.00 
Total 49000 · Other Fundraising Costs 581 .61 1,602.79 (1 ,021.18) 615.88 
49500 · Grant 
49510 · Regular grants 169,179.02 161 ,800.00 7,379.02 173,984.65 
49520 · Multi-year grants 39,000.00 45,000.00 (6,000.00) (21 ,000.00) 
49540 · Technical Assistance Grant 1,000.00 4,000.00 (3,000.00) 0.00 
49560 · Salzman grants 0.00 0.00 0.00 3,000.00 
49580 · NWTRCC donor directed grants 2,170.75 3,736.10 !1 ,565.35) 0.00 
Total 49500 · Grant 211 ,349.77 214,536.10 (3,186.33) 155,984.65 
49600 · Grants Program 
49610 · Library 0.00 74.73 (74.73) 0.00 
49630 · Printing 1,648.50 261 .52 1,386.98 2,088.41 
49640 · Postage 413.29 1,120.83 (707.54) 1,572.59 
49650 · Membership dues - organization 233.40 1,345.00 (1 ,111 .60) 416.59 
• 
Supplies (145.00) 
Total 49600 · Grants Program 2,295.19 2,802.08 (506.89) 3,932 .59 
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5:01 PM RESIST, INC. 
09/29/05 
Accrual Basis Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual 
January 1 through September 29, 2005 
• 
Jan· see 05 Budiet $ Over Budiet Jan· see 04 
49800 · Newsletter Costs 
49810 · Printing 10,531.04 11,955.57 (1,424.53) 19,270.31 
49820 · Postage 5,202.89 6,725.00 (1,522.11) 8,263.40 
49840 · Mallhouse 1,904.89 4,483.33 (2,578.44) 7,203.57 
49850 · Consultants 75.00 373.60 (298.60) 104.00 
49860 · Photos and graphics 0.00 373.60 (373.60) 0.00 
49800 · Newsletter Costs - Other 0.00 149.43 p49.43~ 
Total 49800 · Newsletter Costs 17,713.82 24,060.53 (6,346.71) 34,841.28 
49900 · Website & Internet 830.15 1,494.43 (664.28) 627.20 
51000 · Personnel 
51100 · Employee Salaries 109,832.46 106,445.54 3,386.92 102,427.06 
51200 · Payroll taxes 9,521 .30 8,515.33 1,005.97 8,716.28 
51300 · Pension plan match 4,245.54 4,257.68 (12.14) 4,028.40 
51400 · Health insurance 21,919.24 23,911.10 (1,991.86) 19,580.57 
51500 · Workers compensation 512.88 317.56 195.32 493.05 
51900 · Staff development 160.00 1,494.43 (1,334.43) 0.00 
51000 · Personnel • Other 0.00 373.60 !373.60~ 0.00 
Total 51000 · Personnel 146,191.42 145,315.24 876.18 135,245.36 
52000 · General and Administrative 
52010 · Supplies 2,012.56 1,868.07 144.49 2,672.60 
52020 · Printing & copying 140.00 1,494.43 (1,354.43) 1,294.90 
52040 · Books, subscriptions, reference 1,374.00 224.17 1,149.83 1,411.00 
52045 · Dues and fees 55.97 149.43 (93.46) 275.00 
• 
52050 · Telephone 2,741.27 2,391.10 350.17 2,445.43 
52060 · Minor office equipment 898.31 1,681.25 (782.94) 105.32 
52070 · Postage, shipping, delivery 
52073 · Meter Rental 344.00 
52072 · UPS 0.00 74.73 (74.73) 0.00 
52074 · US Post Office 370.14 1,868.07 (1,497.93) 1,439.45 
52075 · Postage due/BRE envelopes 1,800.00 1,942.77 (142.77) 1,926.44 
52070 · Postage, shipping, delivery - Other 9.99 
Total 52070 · Postage, shipping, delivery 2,524.13 3,885.57 (1,715.43) 3,365.89 
52100 · Professional Fees 
52120 · Temporary help 3,052.50 5,604.17 (2,551.67) 1,929.20 
52130 · Accounting 10,325.00 9,786.67 538.33 13,400.00 
52140 · Consultants 0.00 2,241 .67 (2,241.67) 0.00 
52170 · Brokerage fees 183.34 448.33 !264.99~ 199.39 
Total 52100 · Professional Fees 13,560.84 18,080.84 (4,520.00) 15,528.59 
52800 · Equip rental & maintenance 1,000.63 1,046.10 (45.47) 1,332.91 
57000 · Insurance 
57101 · Liability 855.22 1,494.43 (639.21) 485.28 
57102 · Director and officers 1,483.36 1,662.56 (179.20) 1,668.74 
57103 · Computer 0.00 66.49 (66.49) 66.78 
57104 · Property 380.68 747.23 (366.55~ 467.28 
Total 57000 · Insurance 2,719.26 3,970.71 (1,251.45) 2,688.08 
57500 · Advertising and Outreach 
• 
55101 · Advertising 1,250.00 1,120.83 129.17 1,495.00 
57500 · Advertising and Outreach - Other 200.00 
Total 57500 · Advertising and Outreach 1,450.00 1,120.83 129.17 1,495.00 
58000 · Occupancy expenses 
58010 · Rent 26,256.24 26,342.58 (86.34) 28,041.69 
58020 · Repairs and maintenance 144.70 448.33 (303.63) 419.50 
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5:01 PM RESIST, INC. ~ 09/29/05 
Accrual Basis Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual 
January 1 through September 29, 2005 
• 
Jan - see 05 Budiet $ Over Budiet Jan -see 04 
58030 · Utilities 2,852.70 2,615.27 237.43 2,011 .35 
58040 · Real estate taxes 0.00 821 .93 (821 .93) 
58060 · Sub lease (rent) (10,956.64) (10,537.32) (419.32) (10,341.69) 
58070 · Sub lease (utilities) ~679.23~ (1,046.10~ 366.87 ~871 .28~ 
Total 58000 · Occupancy expenses 17,617.77 18,644.69 (1,026.92) 19,259.57 
59000 · Travel & meetings expenses 
8310 · Conference,convention,meeting 25.00 560.42 (535.42) 0.00 
8330 · Meals, food 187.60 448.33 (260.73) 155.82 
8350 · Travel 361 .00 2,241.67 ~1.880.67~ 201 .00 
Total 59000 · Travel & meetings expenses 573.60 3,250.42 ~2,676.82~ 356.82 
Total 52000 · General and Administrative 46,668.34 57,807.61 (11 ,693.26) 52,231.11 
59500 · Misc expenses 
8400 · Depreciation & amortization exp 0.00 2,241 .67 (2,241 .67) 0.00 
8510 · Bank & credit card fees 1,346.86 1,494.43 (147.57) 1,332.56 
8520 · Interest Expense 
8521 · Finance Charges 22.29 
8522 · Late Fees 100.00 112.08 (12.08) 78.13 
8520 · Interest Expense - Other 1.50 73.00 
Total 8520 · Interest Expense 123.79 112.08 (12.08) 151.13 
8550 · Taxes 275.00 275.00 
8551 · Tax penalties and interest 15.00 37.35 (22.35) 0.00 
59500 · Misc expenses - Other 0.00 186.82 p86.82~ 0.00 
Total 59500 · Misc expenses 1,760.65 4,072.35 (2,610.49) 1,758.69 
• 
65000 · Board Expense 
60100 · Copying 54.76 2,391.10 (2 ,336.34) 201 .36 
60200 · Postage 21 .29 1,120.83 (1,099.54) 302.28 
60300 · Travel 1,089.60 1,868.07 (778.47) 1,466.50 
60400 · Food 297.67 1,120.83 (823.16) 661.59 
60500 · Outreach 0.00 74.73 (74.73) 0.00 
60600 · Other 0.00 1,120.83 p,120.83~ 
Total 65000 · Board Expense 1,463.32 7,696.39 ~6,233.07~ 2,631 .73 
Total Expense 468,164.00 508,405.32 ~41 ,094.10) 426,669.55 
Net Ordinary Income (152,737.81) (120,173.76) (31,143.34) (105,444.43) 
Other Income/Expense 
Other Expense 
99999 · Suspense ~4,665.06~ 150.00 
Total Other Expense ~4 ,665.06~ 150.00 
Net Other Income 4,665.06 ~150.00~ 
Net Income {148,072.75} {120,173.76} {27,898.99} {105,594.43} 
• 
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2006 Budget Narrative 
Fiscal Overview 
This budget was prepared as the result of a look back at trends over a five year period of Resist income and 
expenses. Line item increases or decreases are proposed based upon that trend analysis. 
Prior Fiscal Policy: 
In 1996 the Board voted to spend down current assets at up to $20,000 of"expenses over income each year. 
The Board also voted that: 
I. All restricted funds must be maintained at current principal levels. This would include: the Loan Fund, 
the Resist Endowment, the Holmes Memorial Fund and the Cohen Memorial Fund. Currently, this totals 
approximately $116,986. 
2. Resist will maintain $25,000 in cash on hand each year in the Operating Fund to cover the costs of any 
prospecting mailing (later amended to cover any temporary cash shortfall). 
3. Resist will reserve $35,000 to cover any unanticipated expenses which might arise during the course of 
a single year. Based on current budget expansion this totals $70,000. 
As a result, the total fund balances which Resist should not fall below is $175,000. However, actual spending 
needs suggest fund balances should not fall below $210,000. The FY 6 Budget takes this policy into account and 
reflects that Resist can no longer spend down its assets. 
Special Event Income/Expenses 
This budget does not reflect any financial requests for expenses related to planning or hosting of events related to 
Resist 40 th anniversary in 2007 or other special events. 
Benchmarks: 
In the past, Resist direct grant and newsletter expenses ( exclusive of administration of the programs) have been 
close to or exceeding 50% of the total annual budget. In the last several years, as expenses have outpaced income, 
grant spending has remained stable with other costs have increased. As a result, direct program expenses are now 
approximately 44% of the annual budget. 
Bottom Line 
This budget leaves Resist with $13,513 of expenses over income ( a net loss). If Yafreisy moves to Pedro health 
insurance plan- this will balance the budget. The Budget will ultimately be balanced after final review and 
adjustments by the Finance Committee. 
Income 
/11come Projectio11s 
Internal and External mailing Income: Newsletter is projected to remain stable as donors continue to adjust to the 
reduction in Newsletter issues from 10 to 6 per year implemented in FY 5. ABC income will increase by 3% 
($5,000) based upon increased numbers of donors retained through prospect mailings and better coordination of 
newsletter, house and prospecting solicitations. Prospect income is projected to increase by 5% ($2,000) based 
upon current economic trends and response rates in FY 5- unless charitable giving in response to Hurricane 
Katrina has a significant impact on potential donors. Pledge income is projected to increase by 3% based upon 
pledge drives, electronic funds transfers and credit card increases. Increases predicted from internal and external 
mailings total $12,000 (4% over FY 5). 
Special Contributions: Stocks are projected to increase 28% in comparison to the FY 5 budget based on current 
market projections and stock valuation. YTD stocks actually received are $12,000 over FY 4 Budget YTD. 
Unsolicited donations are expected to decrease 17% ($20,000) given that FY 5 donations are far behind current 
projections ($26,651 received vs. $65,280 projected YTD). This figure may be impacted by the fact that budget 
numbers for this line item in QuickBooks are not weighted to reflect that the bulk of donations are received in 
November and December. As a result, Special Contributions will show a 5% decrease of$13,000. 
• 
• 
• 
Board Fundraising: Board fundraising is still an integral part of the budget (approximately $20,000). In FY 5 it 
does not appear that members will meet their fundraising goals. It is important to note this both as a red flag for 
FY 6 and to remind Board members of their agreement. 
Investment Income: Projected $1,370 less income in comparison to FY 5 budget based on current projections and 
decrease in overall assets. 
Sales: T-shirts sales are projected to remain the same given the introduction of new lines. 
Total Income: Projection is for approximately $18,070 less in revenue in comparison to FY 4 (a 3% decrease). 
Fund-raising Strategies Proposed for 2006 
Resist's income to expense ratio has decreased over the last 3 years. Whereas Resist benefited from the economic 
boom of the 1990s, Resist has continued to experience a proportional drop during the economic downturn of the 
current market. Resist has also been negatively impacted by the re-direction of donor funds in response to the 
2004 presidential election and the tsunami following the election. It is unclear how donor response to hurricane 
Katrina will impact Resist during FY 6. This is congruent with the experience of other social justice foundations-
which have reported a reduction in both major and sustaining gifts. Given that Resist will also encounter some 
decreases in the traditional sources of funding, two emphases are suggested for the coming year: 
1. Increase Board outreach to potential donors. 
This proposal continues the plan implemented in FY 5 requiring that each Board and Advisory Board member be 
encouraged to raise $1,000 over the course of FY 6. Strategies could include outreach to family members, 
colleagues, and fellow activists through written solicitations, house parties or sponsorships. The goal would be 
for Board members to raise approximately $20,000 during FY 6 . 
2. Expand the base through maintenance of prospect mailing program. 
Resist should continue to engage in an aggressive donor acquisition project. It is important to maintain donor 
acquisition to offset (and move past) donor attrition. The costs and benefits of this strategy are already included in 
the FY 6 budget. 
Expenses 
There are no major program changes identified in this budget given the current budget projections. Any Board 
decision-making about programmatic changes will require a budget revision process to take those costs into 
account. Moreover, given the uncertainty of Resist income streams, the Board may want to identify certain areas 
of expenses that could be reduced as needed. 
Grants: There is a 2% reduction in general support grants ($5,000) as a means of balancing the budget. 
ABC: $2,500 has been included to reflect continuing use of Nancy Greenhouse as a consultant to refine internal 
fundraising appeals. 
Newsletter: 3% ($1,000) reductions in cost reflect a decrease from l 0 to 6 issues per year. 
Temporary help: The 27% reduction in costs ($2,000) reflects the stipend for Jean Smith and some additional 
funds as necessary. In FY'05, this line item also included funds for temporary help during Yafreisy maternity 
leave. 
Consultant: $ I ,500 reflects the need for a computer consultant to upgrade the web site. These costs may be 
donated by Damien Keith, the web designer. 
Personnel: A l % increase of $2,859 reflects: staff cost-of-living increases and health insurance cost increases. 
Implementation of Tufts Health Plan in FY 5 has resulted in approximately $1,000 in savings to date. In FY 6 
(during open enrollment),Yafreisy may shift to her husband health insurance plan- with a potential savings of 
$13,000 not currently reflected in the budget. Please note that Robin is currently working 4/5 time and is not 
budgeted as a full time position for FY 6. 
FY2002 
tPiicome 
· Internal Mailings $333,Q43 
· Prospect Mailings $41,851 
Special Contributions $240,849 
Investments ($28,606) 
Other $2,041 
Total Income $589,178 
Expenses 
Fundraising 
Internal Mailing Costs $14,565 
Prospect Mailing Costs $41,480 
Other Fund.raising Costs $1,554 
Total Fundraising Costs $57,599 
Program 
Grants $336,880 
• 
Grants Program $696 
Newsletter $42,733 
Website $0 
Total Program Costs $380,309 
Other 
Personnel $160,105 
General and Administrative $55,894 
Board Expenses $8,821 
Total Other Costs $224,820 
Total Expenses $662,728 
Total Income (Loss) ($73,550) 
Other Income/Expense 
Suspense 
Net Income (Loss) 
• 
2006 Budget 
Board Form 
FY2003 FY04 
$333,903 $341,170 
$40,733 $42,408 
$236,130 $221,347 
$25,266 $9,386 
$2,319 $5,958 
$638,351 $620,270 
$16,922 $13,252 
$45,621 $51,058 
$1,717 $1,026 
$64,260 65,336 
$306,900 $305,457 
$2,659 $4,785 
$46,220 $41,969 
$992 $850 
$356,770 353,061 
$179,850 $182,925 
$65,642 $64,258 
$5,637 $3,826 
$251,129 $251,010 
$672,159 $669,406 
FY05 
YTD 
$193,602 
$20,727 
$76,407 
$4,224 
$3,413 
$298,373 
$14,610 
$23,671 
$582 
$38,863 
$211,350 
$2,295 
$16,690 
$808 
$231,144 
$139,954 
$47,972 
$1,463 
$189,390 
$459,396 
($33,808) ($49,136) ($161,023) 
$4,665 
($156,358) 
Budget Budget 06/05 % 
2005 2006 
$360,000 $370,000 
$40,000 $42,000 
$266,000 $253,500 
$24,180 $8,260 
$9,175 $7,525 
$699,355 $681,285 
$18,900 $20,000 
$46,700 $46,700 
$2,145 $1,650 
$67,745 $68,350 
$310,000 $305,000 
$3,750 $6,600 
$32,200 $31 ,200 
$2,000 $2,000 
$347,950 $344,800 
$194,475 $197,334 
$80,716 $78,964 
$10,300 $5,350 
$285,491 $281,648 
$701,186 $694,798 
($1,831) ($13,513) 
FY 2006 Operating Budget 
i FY'02 FY'03 FY04 FY05 Budget05 Budget Budget 06/05% 
Ordinary Income/Expense 2004 YTD YTD 2005 2006 
• 
Income ' 
Internal Mailings 
Pledges 136,080 136,663 143,420 89,288 81,600 150,000 155,000 103% 
Newsletter 76,885 56,426 46,914 33,031 35,360 65,000 65,000 100% 
ABC/House mailings · 120,078 140,814 150,836 71,284 78,880 145,000 150,000 103% 
Total Internal Mallines 333.043 333.903 341.170 193.602 195.840 360.000 370,000 103•1. 
Prospectln2 41,8S1 40.733 42,408 20,727 21,760 40,000 42,000 10S% 
Other Revenue 
Fiscal sponsorship fees 240 330 209 114 122 225 225 100% 
List Sales - names in the news 187 0 0 0 272 500 0 0% 
1 List Sales - other 630 0 0 0 500 
I 1Royalties 21 239 779 584 109 200 800 400% 
I 
,T-shirt sales 3,110 1,854 329 390 1,360 2,500 800 32% 
T-shirt expense (1,535) (866) (147) 0 (544) (1,000) 0 0% 
jNWTRCC 0 0 3,972 2,171 3,264 6,000 5,000 83% 
Total Other Revenue 2,023 1,557 5,772 3,259 4,583 8,425 7,325 87% 
Special contributions 
Board Fundraising 2,781 11,152 20,500 20,500 100% 
Foundations 148,649 84,818 99,438 I 20,397 54,400 100,000 100,000 100% 
Matching Grants 0 0 325 925 272 500 1,000 200% 
I Unsolicited 64,617 128,087 99,058 26,651 65,280 120,000 100,000 83% 
Stocks 26,983 23,226 22,526 25,653 13,600 25,000 32,000 128% 
'Total Special contributions 240,249 236,130 221,347 76,407 144,704 266,000 253,500 95% 
Investment Income 
Bank Interest 909 133 88 73 109 200 110 55% 
Calvert Balanced 0 60 163 0 38 70 50 71% 
• 
Newberger Berman 401.42 401 0 0 0 0 
Domini Social Investment 0 141 195 58 82 150 100 67% 
Calvert Bond 0 4,564 4,337 1,309 2,176 4,000 2,500 63% 
Schwab One Accounts 0 208 152 248 109 200 150 75% 
Dividends and interest 5,066 5 17 384 5 10 350 3500% 
Total Investment Income 909 5,507 5,354 2,071 2,519 4,630 3,260 70% 
Realized Gain or Loss (32,063) (26,814) (11,831) 60 0 0 0 
Unrealized gain (loss) 
Citizens Index 0 2,717 0 1,904 3,500 0 0% 
Womens Equity Fund 0 1,560 18 1,360 2,500 0 0% 
Domini Social Investment 0 6,868 312 1,360 2,500 500 20% 
Calvert Balanced 0 2,361 130 816 1,500 500 33% 
Sun Microsystems 0 604 0 27 50 0 0% 
,Neuberger Berman I 651 \,583 I 793 1,360 2,500 500 20% 
I 'Calvert Bond r O i 171 I 1,469 3,808 7,000 3,500 I 50% 
I I Unrealized gain (loss) - Other (628) 0 0 i I I 
Total Unrealized gain (loss) (2,519) 1 651 15,863 I 2,093 10,635 19,550 5,000 26% 
Miscellaneous revenue 18 112 36 4 54 100 50 50% 
Restricted Funds 600 650 150 150 354 650 150 23% 
Total Income 584,112 592,429 620,270 298,373 380,449 699,355 681,285 97% 
i 
• 
FY 2006 Operating Budget 
FY'02 FY'03 FY04 FY05 Budget05 Budget · Budget 06/05 % 
Expense YTD YTD 2005 2006 
• 
Internal Mailing Costs 
Pledge program 
Printing 1,272 2,448 2,262 1,672 2,479 3,500 3,000 86% 
I Postage 2,426 1,768 1,396 l,235 l,417 2,000 1,800 90% I 
I Mailhouse 1,373 2,131 1,863 701 l,558 2,200 2,000 91 % I 
Total Pledge program 5,070 6,348 5,521 3,608 5,454 7,700 6,800 88% 
ABC/House mailings 
Consultant 0 0 0 3,095 0 0 2,500 
Printing 2,724 3,194 3,104 3,040 2,833 4,000 4,000 100% 
I Postage 4,652 5,831 3,256 3,268 2,975 4,200 4,200 100% 
I 
' I Mailhouse 2,120 l ,549 1,370 1,600 2,125 3,000 2,500 83% 
i . Total ABC/House mailings 9,495 10,574 7,730 11,003 7,933 11,200 13,200 ll8% 
Total Internal Mailing Costs 14,565 16,922 13,252 14,610 13,388 18,900 I 20,000 ! 106% 
I 
1 Prospecting Mailing Costs I 
Printing 12,214 15,309 13,588 6,620 11,333 16,000 I 16,000 I 100% 
'Postage 11,254 10,992 15,639 7,603 7,792 . 11,000 J [,QOQ I 100% 
l lMailhouse 5,818 5,025 6,183 3,444 3,613 5,100 5,100 100% 
i ,Consultants 5,243 7,607 8,750 2,795 5,313 7,500 7,500 100% 
I : Photos and graphics 0 o· 0 0 71 100 JOO 100% 
List rentals 6,951 6,689 6,898 3,209 4,958 7,000 7,000 100% 
:Total Prospecting Mailing Costs 41,480 45,621 51,058 23,671 33,079 46,700 46,700 100% 
1Other Fundraising Costs 
' ! Thank you cards I 
l Printing 165 160 295 110 248 350 350 100% 
I Postage 1,092 1,245 655 472 850 l,200 1,000 83% 
I Purchase 0 0 0 0 18 25 25 100% 
er !Total Thank you cards 1,257 1,405 950 582 1,116 1,575 1,375 ·87% Other 
I Misc costs 150 14 0 0 142 200 25 13% 
Promo T-shirts 147 222 76 0 191 270 150 56% 
Other 0 77 0 0 71 100 JOO 100% 
I !Total Other 297 312 76 I 0 404 570 275 48% 
,Total Other Fundraising Costs 1,554 1,717 1,026 582 1,519 2,145 1,650 77% 
1Grant 
I Regular grants 258,880 255,900 247,485 169,179 161,800 228,000 241 ,000 106% 
Multi-year grants 72,000 51,000 51,000 39,000 45,000 66,000 48,000 73% 
I Technical Assistance Grants 0 0 0 1,000 4,000 8,000 8,000 100% I 
: Salzman grants 6,000 0 3,000 0 0 3,000 3,000 100% 
I NWTRCC donor directed grants 0 0 3,972 2,171 3,542 5,000 5,000 100% 
!Total Grant 336,880 306,900 305,457 211,350 214,342 310,000 305,000 , 98% 
I 1Grants Program I 
Library 0 0 0 0 71 100 100 i 100% 
i , Printing JOO 228 2,223 1,649 248 350 2,500 : 714% 
I ' Postage 596 605 ·2,140 413 1,063 1,500 2,200 ! 147% 
I 'Membership dues - organization 1,225 1,826 567 233 1,275 1,800 1,800 ! 100% 
I I I Supplies (145.00) (145) 0 0 0 0 
1 Total Grants Proeram 1,921 2,514 4,785 2,295 2,656 3,750 6,600 176% 
• 
FY 2006 Operating Budget 
FY'02 FY'03 FY04 FY05 Budget 05 Budget Budget 06/05% 
YTD YTD 2005 2006 
Newsletter Costs 
Printing 21 ,469 27,667 22,255 10,531 11,333 16,000 16,000 100% 
Postage 12,467 12,300 I 0, 119 4,179 6,375 9,000 8,000 89% 
Mailhouse 8,107 5,501 9,341 1,905 4,250 6,000 6,000 100% 
Consultants 0 330 104 75 354 500 500 100% 
Photos and graphics 503 421 150 0 354 500 500 100% 
Newsletter Costs - Other 188 0 0 0 142 200 200 100% 
Total Newsletter Costs 42,733 46,220 41,969 16,690 22,808 32,200 31,200 97% 
Website & Internet 617 992 850 808 1,417 2,000 2,000 100% 
Personnel 
I Employee Salaries 124, 137 140,206 137,200 104,389 100,906 142,455 148,01 I 104% 
I i Payroll taxes · 10,607 11,386 11,901 9,105 8,072 11 ,396 12,877 113% 
' I Pension plan match 4,273 4,576 5,405 4,028 4,036 5,698 5,920 104% 
Health insurance 17,157 21,345 27,859 21 ,919 22,667 32,000 27,932 87% 
Workers compensation 480 368 561 513 301 425 594 140% 
I I Staff development 1,050 1,970 0 0 1,417 2,000 2,000 100% I 
Personnel - Other 0 0 0 0 354 500 0 0% 
Total Personnel 157,703 179,850 182,925 139,954 137,752 194,475 197,334 101% 
General and Administrative 
Supplies 3,144 2,839 2,623 1,909 1,771 2,500 2,500 100% 
Printing & copying (327) 1,982 1,424 140 1,417 2,000 1,500 75% 
1 Books, subscriptions, reference 166 206 1,411 1,350 213 300 1,500 500% 
/Dues and Fees 0 0 1,265 56 142 200 200 100% 
Telephone 2,567 2,434 2,475 2,622 2,267 3,200 3,200 100% 
Minor office equipment 1,026 1,112 225 898 1,594 2,250 1,500 67% 
Postage, shiooing, delivery 
• 
Meter Rental 344 0 0 450 
UPS 50 569 0 0 71 100 100 100% 
US Post Office 1,886 1,088 1,599 370 1,771 2,500 1,600 64% 
Postage due/BRE envelopes 2,025 0 1,480 1,800 1,842 2,600 2,700 104% 
Total Posta2e, shipping, delivery 3,961 1,658 3,079 2,514 3,683 5,200 4,850 93% 
I Professional Fees 
Temporary help 3,452 0 2,952 3,053 5,313 7,500 5,500 73% 
: Accounting 8,453 11,325 14,600 10,325 9,600 11 ,000 12,500 114% 
Consultants 0 6,985 0 0 2,125 3,000 1,500 50% 
Brokerage fees 0 563 494 183 425 600 600 100% 
Total Professional Fees 11,905 18,873 18,047 13,561 17,463 22,100 20,100 91% 
Equipment Rental & Maintainance 0 1,200 1,347 1,001 992 1,400 1,500 107% 
Jlnsurance 
I I Liability 1,872 675 855 1,417 2,000 I 2,000 100% 
I Directors and Officers 556 2,225 1,483 1,576 2,225 I 2,225 100% 
Computer 87 I 85 0 63 89 l 89 100% 
I Property 0 610 381 708 1,000 I 1,000 100% 
I Total Insurance 1,439 2,515 3,595 2,719 3,764 5,314 5,314 100% I 
Advertising and Outreach I 
Brochure 4,141 0 0 0 0 0 1 1,000 
Advertising 1,635 2,925 2,055 1,250 1,063 1,500 1,500 100% 
Total Advertisin2 and Outreach 5,776 2,925 2,055 1,250 1,063 1,500 2,500 167% 
• 
FY 2006 Operating Budget 
i FY'02 FY'03 FY04 FYOS Budget OS Bud2et Budget 06/0S % 
\ YTD YTD 2005 2006 
• 
Occupancy expenses 
1Rent 31,308 32,494 33,713 26,256 24,972 35,254 39,150 111% 
l 1 Repairs and maintenance 782 1,718 420 145 425 600 600 100% 
I i Utilities 2,916 2,902 2,390 2,853 2,479 3,500 3,500 100% 
Real Estate Taxes 0 779 800 
Sub lease (rent) (14,184) (13,010) (13,879) (10,957) (9,989) (14,102) (16,200) 115% 
Sub lease (utilities) (2,435) (1,119) (679) (992) (1,400) (1,400) 100% 
iTotal Occupancy expenses 20,821 21,670 21,524 17,618 17,674 23,852 26,450 111% 
I Travel & meetings expenses 
i Conference,convention, meeting 462 904 50 25 531 750 750 100% 
I Meals, food 0 0 339 188 425 600 600 100% 
I iTravel 12 2,466 201 361 2,125 3,000 1,800 i 60% 
iTotal Travel & meetings expenses 474 3,370 590 574 I 3,081 . 4,350 3,150 J 72% 
Total General and Administrative 50,951 60,781 59,658 46,211 55,122 ' 74,166 74,264 I 100% 
Misc expenses 
, Depreciation & amortization exp 4,457 2,450 2,425 0 2,125 3,000 2,400 80% 
'Bank & credit card fees 998 1,325 1,749 1,347 1,417 2,000 2,000 100% 
Interest Expense 
I Finance Charges 0 0 78 22 0 0 50 
I Late Fees 0 0 73 102 106 150 100 67% 
'Total Interest Expense 0 0 151 124 106 150 150 100% 
I Taxes 0 1,065 275 275 0 1,100 
Tax penalties and interest 0 30 0 15 35 50 50 100% 
Misc expenses - Other 47 (9) 0 0 177 250 100 40% 
Misc expenses 5,502 3,795 4,600 1,761 3,860 6,550 4,700 72% 
Board Expense 
• 
Copying 3,233 2,703 557 55 2,267 3,200 250 8% 
Postage 1,098 996 406 21 1,063 1,500 200 13% 
Travel 2,946 l, 139 2,076 1,090 1,771 2,500 2,500 100% 
Food 1,487 442 787 298 1,063 1,500 800 53% 
Outreach 0 0 0 0 71 100 100 100% 
Other 56 357 0 0 1,063 1,500 1,500 100% 
Total Board Expense 8,821 5,637 3,826 1,463 7,296 10,300 5,350 52% 
Total Expense 662,727 670,948 669,406 459,396 493,239 701,186 694,798 99% 
Net Ordinary Income (78,616) (78,519) (49,136) (161,023) (112,790) (1 ,831) (13,513) 738% 
I 
Other Income/Expense 
1Suspense (4,665) 
Total Other Expense 4,665 I 
I I I 
Net Income (156,358) I I 
• 
FY 2006 Op~rating Budget 
Cell:L20 
Comment: Special Contributions: Board Fundraising: to be raised by Board and Advisory Board members- target of $1,000 each 
.. 
Cell:L82 
mment: Other Fundraising Costs: Any costs attributed to 40th Anniversary events to go here 
Cell: LI 11 
Comment: Salaries: 3.9% COLA and Robin at 4/5 time 
Cell: Ll 14 
Comment: Health Insurance: Yafreisy will switch to Pedro's plan in 2006 at open enrollment- potential savings (not included in budget) of $13,500. 
Cell: Ll22 
Comment: Books, subscriptions and reference: increase reflects allocation of Sage TA subscription to this line item 
Cell: Ll82 
Comment: Board Other: Board of Advisors meeting 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Minutes 
Finance Committee 
September 20, 2005 
Present: Nikhil Aziz (chair), Robin Carton, Wenda Tai, Yafreisy Mejia, Becca 
Howes-Mischel 
1. Review of FY0S Financial Statements 
Expenses have exceeded income by $161,000 at the end of August, which is $54,448 
more than the budgeted amount. 
While income in August and September is generally lower, this year August exceeded 
FY'04 by $12,000 and September has already exceeded FY'04 by $5,000. This is in part 
due to the timing of the September house appeal. 
See Narrative attached for more detail. 
2. General Financial Policy Issues 
a. The Board needs to re-think the policy of how Resist spends its assets. It is time to 
reconsider assumptions and benchmarks so that the organization does not find itself in 
the same financial position as it is in now . 
The reserve fund for operating costs is insufficient at $35,000. In order to accurately 
reflect a 3 - 6 month cushion it should be a percentage of the annual budget, excluding 
grant giving. 
Proposal: Reserve should maintain a reserve fund that reflects 25 - 50% of annual 
operating costs, exclusive of grant-giving. 
b. In order to better plan fiscal policy, Resist should create a three year financial plan. 
This would involve creation of best/worst case scenarios over the course of that time. 
c. The line item entitled foundations is misleading. It should be changed to Donor-
Directed Income. A new line item entitled foundations should be created specifically to 
reflect any income raised from grantwriting. 
d. The categories of Foundations (Donor-Directed Income) and Unsolicited are not 
weighted in the budget, however most income is received in January, November and 
December. Robin will check out the percentages and have Sue change them in 
QuickBooks so that they accurately reflect YTD projections . 
• 
• 
• 
3. Budget FY'06 
The budget is relatively conservative in its projections of income and expenses. It does 
not include any amounts for 40 th anniversary planning costs or other special events. 
Hopefully the Fundraising and 40th Anniversary Committees will make some specific 
requests for the budget after their next meetings. 
Board fundraising is still an integral part of the budget. However, it does not appear that 
members will meet their $1,000 goal this year. It is important to note this so that the 
budget does not completely rely on this funding for FY'06. 
See Narrative attached for more detail. 
4. Board Fundraising: 
The Board committed to raise $20,000 in FY'05 to balance the budget. Amounts raised 
to date: 
Payal: $25 
Anon: $50 
Hank: $80 
Robin: $375 
Marc: $850 
Nikhil: $2151 
Total: $3531 
5. Board Training 
The financial training for the Board, including basic skill building, is still on the table. 
Proposal: That 45 minutes be set aside at the February 2006 Board meeting for a 
financial training. 
6. Investment Advisors 
Robin has been trying to touch base with Donna Colahan at Morgan Stanley to figure out 
how to make an investment advisor work. 
7. Next Meeting 
The next meeting will be November 22 from 8:00 to 9:30. Robin will try to re-arrange 
Sue's schedule so that materials can get out to Committee members in a more timely 
way. 
Topic: Begin 3 year plan/forecast. Income and expense data from FY'00 to FY'06 will 
get out to the Committee in the third week of October to facilitate this process . 
11:31 PM RESIST, INC. 
09/16/05 
Accrual Basis Balance Sheet 
As of August 31, 2005 
• 
Aug 31, 05 Aug 31, 04 
ASSETS 
Current Assets 
Checking/Savings 
Wainwright Bank Checking 3,919.20 5,202.29 
Petty cash 50.00 50.00 
Total Checking/Savings 3,969.20 5,252.29 
Other Current Assets 
Investments 135,394.39 207,040.17 
Inventory T-shirts 4,802.62 666.96 
Prepaid expenses 2,448.69 1,917.82 
Total Other Current Assets 142,645.70 209,624.95 
Total Current Assets 146,614.90 214,877.24 
Fixed Assets 
Leasehold Improvements 15,064.68 15,064.68 
Accum depr leasehold imp (9,430.51) (7,924.04) 
Furniture, fixtures, & equip 16,310.03 36,130.38 
Accum depr of furn & fix (13,717.00) (32,619.04) 
Total Fixed Assets 8,227.20 10,651 .98 
Other Assets 
Deposits 2,230.00 2,230.00 
• 
Total Other Assets 2,230.00 2,230.00 
TOTAL ASSETS 157,072.10 227,759.22 
LIABILITIES & EQUITY 
Liabilities 
Current Liabilities 
Accounts Payable 
Accounts payable (1 ,415.45) 3,134.10 
Grants payable 54,000.00 0.00 
Total Accounts Payable 52,584.55 3,134.10 
Credit Cards 
Wainwright credit card 330.43 0.00 
Total Credit Cards 330.43 0.00 
Other Current Liabilities 
Payroll Liabilities 3,549.71 3,523.11 
Accrued payroll and taxes 12,758.79 17,904.33 
Accrued expenses - other 620.52 0.00 
Security deposits held 1,750.00 1,750.00 
Total Other Current Liabilities 18,679.02 23 ,177.44 
Total Current Liabilities 71 ,594.00 26,311.54 
Total Liabilities 71 ,594.00 26,311 .54 
Equity 
• 
Fund balance general 254,649.73 301 ,176.21 
Net Income (169,171 .63) (99,728.53) 
Total Equity 85,478.10 201 ,447.68 
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 157,072.10 227,759.22 
Page 1 of 1 
10:59P. RESIINC. 
• 09/16/0 Profit & Loss Bu get Performance Accrual Basis August2005 
Aug OS Aug04 Budget Jan -Aug OS YTD Budget Jan -Aug 04 Annual Budget 
Ordinary Income/Expense 
Income 
Internal Mailings 27,991.85 18,839.50 14,400.00 180,390.46 186,480.00 178,985.01 360,000.00 
Prospecting 540.00 320.00 1,600.00 20,546.65 20,720.00 14,687.57 40,000.00 
Other Revenue 389.00 65.00 337.00 2,675.00 4,364.14 1,035.81 8,425.00 
Special contributions 13,193.56 10,684.92 10,640.00 72,208.36 137,788.00 97,483.39 266,000.00 
Investment Income 239.58 197.39 185.20 2,070.89 2,398.34 1,655.23 4,630.00 
Realized gain or loss (567.93) 0.00 0.00 (567.93) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Unrealized gain (loss) 428.84 1,124.08 782.00 2,721.15 10,126.90 2,340.82 19,550.00 
Miscellaneous revenue 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 51.80 4.10 100.00 
Restricted Funds 0.00 0.00 26.00 150.00 336.70 150.00 650.00 
Total Income 42,214.90 31 ,230.89 27,974.20 280,198.58 362,265.88 296,341 .93 699,355.00 
Expense 
Internal Mailing Costs 300.00 1,912.92 1,575.00 13,084.89 12,600.00 8,200.58 18,900.00 
Prospecting Mailing Costs 0.00 60.00 3,891.66 23 ,670.81 31 ,133.36 29,813.00 46,700.00 
Other Fundraising Costs 0.00 75.25 178.75 581.61 1,430.00 578.17 2,145.00 
Grant 50,950.75 32,000.00 53,116.67 211 ,349.77 214,133.32 154,484.65 315,000.00 
Grants Program 403.50 133.62 312.50 2,295.19 2,500.00 3,430.41 3,750.00 
Newsletter Costs 1,123.40 3,870.52 2,683.34 16,690.42 21,466.64 28,880.37 32,200.00 
Website & Internet 95.07 74.91 166.67 788.21 1,333.32 552.29 2,000.00 
Personnel 14,852.74 14,560.80 16,206.18 130,838.43 129,649.28 118,028.69 194,474.00 
General and Administrative 4,367.12 3,639.91 5,755.51 46,846.91 52,243.96 47,718.09 75,266.00 
Misc expenses 124.06 140.05 454.17 1,760.65 3,633.32 1,652.68 5,450.00 
Board Expense 450.19 288.32 858.33 1,463.32 6,866.68 2,581 .53 10,300.00 
Total Expense 72,666.83 56,756.30 85,198.78 449,370.21 476,989.88 395,920.46 706,185.00 
Net Ordinary Income (30,451.93) (25 ,525.41) (57,224.58) (169,171.63) (114,724.00) (99,578.53) (6,830.00) 
Other Income/Expense 
Other Expense 
Suspense 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 
Total Other Expense 0.00 0.00 0.00 150.00 
Net Other Income 0.00 0.00 0.00 (150.00) 
Net Income (30,451.93) (25,525.41) (57,224.58) (169,171.63) (114,724.00) (99,728.53) (6,830.00) 
9:34 PM RESIST, INC. 
' 09/16/05 
Accrual Basis Profit & Loss Budget Performance 
August 2005 
.Ordinary Income/Expense 
Aug OS Jan -Aug OS YTD Budget Jan -Aug 04 Annual Budget 
Income 
Internal Mailings 
Pledges 15,541.10 81 ,059.90 77,700.00 85,455.13 150,000.00 
Newsletter 1,259.50 32,130.78 33 ,670.00 25,124.00 65,000.00 
ABC/House mailings 11 ,191.25 67,199.78 75,110.00 68,405.88 145,000.00 
Total Internal Mailings 27,991.85 180,390.46 186,480.00 178,985.01 360,000.00 
Prospecting 540.00 20,546.65 20,720.00 14,687.57 40,000.00 
Other Revenue 
Fiscal sponsorship fees 16.25 11 4.25 116.54 163.81 225.00 
List Sales - names in the news 0.00 0.00 259.00 0.00 500.00 
List Sales - Other 0.00 0.00 0.00 630.00 0.00 
Royalties 0.00 0.00 103.60 0.00 200.00 
T-shirt sales 64.00 390.00 1,295.00 242.00 2,500.00 
T-shirt expense 0.00 0.00 (518.00) 0.00 (1,000.00) 
NWTRCC 308.75 2,170.75 3,108.00 0.00 6,000.00 
Total Other Revenue 389.00 2,675.00 4,364.14 1,035.81 8,425.00 
Special contributions 
Board Fundraising 631.00 2,731.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Foundations 2,600.00 16,347.90 51,800.00 26,390.63 100,000.00 
Matching Grants 0.00 925.00 259.00 300.00 500.00 
Unsolicited 5,961.32 26,551 .32 62,160.00 59,834.92 120,000.00 
Stocks 4,001 .24 25,653 .14 12,950.00 10,957.84 25,000.00 
• 
Special contributions - Other 0.00 0.00 10,619.00 0.00 20,500.00 
Total Special contributions 13,193.56 72,208.36 137,788.00 97,483 .39 266,000.00 
Investment Income 
Bank Interest 3.42 73 .04 103.60 76.72 200.00 
Calvert Balanced 0.00 0.00 36.26 29.24 70.00 
Domini Social Investment 0.00 57.62 77.70 60.09 150.00 
Calvert Bond 180.85 1,308.62 2,072.00 1,341.43 4,000.00 
Schwab One Accounts 43 .10 247.83 103.60 111.74 200.00 
Dividends and interest 12.21 383.78 5. 18 36.01 10.00 
Total Investment Income 239.58 2,070.89 2,398.34 1,655.23 4,630.00 
Realized gain or loss (567.93) (567.93) 
Unrealized gain (loss) 
Citizens Index 0.00 0.00 1,813.00 (348.47) 3,500.00 
Womens Equity Fund 0.00 18.32 1,295.00 668 .79 2,500.00 
Domini Social Investment (101.67) 311.50 1,295 .00 249.93 2,500.00 
Calvert Balanced (1 36.85) 129.75 777.00 74.15 1,500.00 
Sun Microsystems 0.00 0.00 25 .90 (8 .68) 50.00 
Neuberger Berman 140.14 792.85 1,295.00 (207.30) 2,500.00 
Calvert Bond 527.22 1,468.73 3,626.00 1,912.40 7,000.00 
Total Unrealized gain (loss) 428.84 2,721.15 10,126.90 2,340.82 19,550.00 
Miscellaneous revenue 0.00 4.00 51.80 4.10 100.00 
Restricted Funds 0.00 150.00 336.70 150.00 650.00 
• 
Total Income 42,214.90 280,198.58 362,265.88 296,341.93 699,355.00 
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9:34 PM RESIST, INC. 
09/16/05 
Accrual Basis Profit & Loss Budget Performance 
August2005 
• 
Aug OS Jan -Aug 05 YTD Budget Jan -Aug 04 Annual Budget 
Expense 
Internal Mailing Costs 
Pledge program 
Printing 75.00 1,671.92 2,333.32 1,965.93 3,500.00 
Postage 217.00 1,223.58 1,333.32 975.17 2,000.00 
Mailhouse 0.00 701 .20 1,466.68 1,423.77 2,200.00 
Total Pledge program 292.00 3,596.70 5,133.32 4,364.87 7,700.00 
ABC/House mailings 
Consultant 0.00 3,095.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Printing 0.00 3,039.85 2,666.68 1,846.54 4,000.00 
Postage 8.00 1,753.54 2,800.00 1,319.17 4,200.00 
Mailhouse 0.00 1,599.80 2,000.00 670.00 3,000.00 
Total ABC/House mailings 8.00 9,488.19 7,466.68 3,835.71 11,200.00 
Total Internal Mailing Costs 300.00 13,084.89 12,600.00 8,200.58 18,900.00 
Prospecting Mailing Costs 
Printing 0.00 6,619.60 10,666.68 8,479.17 16,000.00 
Postage 0.00 7,603 .30 7,333.32 8,921.78 11,000.00 
Mailhouse 0.00 3,444.00 3,400.00 2,722.05 5,100.00 
Consultants 0.00 2,795.00 5,000.00 5,625.00 7,500.00 
Photos and graphics 0.00 0.00 66.68 0.00 100.00 
List rentals 0.00 3,208.91 4,666.68 4,065.00 7,000.00 
Total Prospecting Mailing Costs 0.00 23,670.81 31 ,133.36 29,813.00 46,700.00 
• 
Other Fundraising Costs 
Thank you cards 
Printing 0.00 110.00 233 .32 235.00 350.00 
Postage 0.00 471.61 800.00 343.17 1,200.00 
Purchase 0.00 0.00 16.68 0.00 25.00 
Total Thank you cards 0.00 581.61 1,050.00 578.17 1,575.00 
Other 
Misc costs 0.00 0.00 133.32 0.00 200.00 
Promo T-shirts 0.00 0.00 180.00 0.00 270.00 
Other - Other 0.00 0.00 66.68 0.00 100.00 
Total Other 0.00 0.00 380.00 0.00 570.00 
Total Other Fundraising Costs 0.00 581.61 1,430.00 578.17 2,145.00 
Grant 
Regular grants 38,300.00 169,179.02 161,800.00 172,484.65 236,000.00 
Multi-year grants 12,000.00 39,000.00 . 45,000.00 (21,000.00) 63,000.00 
Technical Assistance Grant 0.00 1,000.00 4,000.00 0.00 8,000.00 
Salzman grants 0.00 0.00 0.00 3,000.00 3,000.00 
NWTRCC donor directed grants 650.75 2,170.75 3,333.32 0.00 5,000.00 
Total Grant 50,950.75 211,349.77 214,133.32 154,484.65 315,000.00 
Grants Program 
Library 0.00 0.00 66.68 0.00 100.00 
Printing 403.50 1,648.50 233.32 1,689.41 350.00 
Postage 0.00 413 .29 1,000.00 1,519.40 1,500.00 
• 
Membership dues - organization 0.00 0.00 0.00 366.60 0.00 
Supplies 0.00 233.40 1,200.00 (145 .00) 1,800.00 
Total Grants Program 403 .50 2,295.19 2,500.00 3,430.41 3,750.00 
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09/16/05 
Accrual Basis Profit & Loss Budget Performance 
August 2005 
• 
Aug OS Jan -Aug 05 YTD Budget Jan -Aug 04 Annual Budget 
Newsletter Costs 
Printing 0.00 10,531.04 10,666.68 15,242.03 16,000.00 
Postage 1,048.40 4,179.49 6,000.00 6,948.47 9,000.00 
Mailhouse 0.00 1,904.89 4,000.00 6,585.87 6,000.00 
Consultants 75.00 75.00 333.32 104.00 500.00 
Photos and graphics 0.00 0.00 333.32 0.00 500.00 
Newsletter Costs - Other 0.00 0.00 133.32 0.00 200.00 
Total Newsletter Costs 1,123.40 16,690.42 21,466.64 28,880.37 32,200.00 
Website & Internet 95.07 788.21 1,333.32 552.29 2,000.00 
Personnel 
Employee Salaries l 0,886.16 96,224.76 94,970.00 89,190.01 142,455.00 
Payroll taxes 832.79 8,480.31 7,597.32 7,703 .64 11,396.00 
Pension plan match 435.44 3,701.24 3,798.68 3,498.90 5,698.00 
Health insurance 2,652.35 21,919.24 21,333 .32 17,165.84 32,000.00 
Workers compensation 46.00 512.88 283.32 470.30 425.00 
Staff development 0.00 0.00 1,333.32 0.00 2,000.00 
Personnel - Other 0.00 0.00 333.32 0.00 500.00 
Total Personnel 14,852.74 130,838.43 129,649.28 118,028.69 194,474.00 
General and Administrative 
Supplies 253.44 1,909.32 1,666.68 2,391.37 2,500.00 
Printing & copying 0.00 140.00 1,333.32 1,294.90 2,000.00 
• 
Books, subscriptions, reference 0.00 1,350.00 200.00 1,411.00 300.00 
Dues and fees 21.99 55.97 133.32 150.00 200.00 
Telephone 150.59 2,621.52 2,133.32 1,969.35 3,200.00 
Minor office equipment 0.00 898.31 1,500.00 105.32 2,250.00 
Postage, shipping, delivery 
Meter Rental 0.00 231 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
UPS 0.00 0.00 66.68 100.00 
US Post Office 0.00 370.14 1,666.68 1,392.78 2,500.00 
Postage due/BRE envelopes 0.00 1,800.00 1,733.32 1,926.44 2,600.00 
Total Postage, shipping, delivery 0.00 2,401.14 3,466.68 3,319.22 5,200.00 
Professional Fees 
Temporary help 233.75 2,972.75 5,000.00 1,929.20 7,500.00 
Accounting 400.00 9,925.00 9,400.00 13,000.00 11,000.00 
Consultants 0.00 0.00 2,000.00 0.00 3,000.00 
Brokerage fees I 03.17 183.34 400.00 199.39 600.00 
Total Professional Fees 736.92 13,081.09 16,800.00 15,128.59 22,100.00 
Equip rental & maintenance 0.00 1,000.63 933.32 1,177.94 1,400.00 
Insurance 
Liability 0.00 855.22 1,333.32 422.18 2,000.00 
Director and officers 185.42 1,483.36 1,483.32 1,483.36 2,225.00 
Computer 0.00 0.00 59.32 59.36 89.00 
Property 47.58 380.68 666.68 419.70 1,000.00 
Total Insurance 233 .00 2,719.26 3,542.64 2,384.60 5,314.00 
• 
Advertising and Outreach 
Advertising 0.00 1,250.00 1,000.00 1,045.00 1,500.00 
Total Advertising and Outreach 0.00 1,250.00 1,000.00 1,045.00 1,500.00 
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' 09/16/05 
Accrual Basis Profit & Loss Budget Performance 
August 2005 
• 
Aug OS Jan -Aug OS YTD Budget Jan -Aug 04 Annual Budget 
Occupancy expenses 
Rent 2,958.33 26,256.24 23,502.68 25,206.27 35,254.00 
Repairs and maintenance 0.00 144.70 400.00 419.50 600.00 
Utilities 1,382.11 2,852.70 2,333.32 1,272.30 3,500.00 
Real estate taxes 0.00 0.00 733.32 0.00 1,100.00 
Sub lease (rent) (1,228.33) (9,728.34) (9,401.32) (9,162.52) (14,102.00) 
Sub lease (utilities) (331.93) (679.23) (933.32) (715.13) (1,400.00) 
Total Occupancy expenses 2,780.18 18,846.07 16,634.68 17,020.42 24,952.00 
Travel & meetings expenses 
Conference,convention,meeting 0.00 25.00 500.00 0.00 750.00 
Meals, food 26.00 187.60 400.00 119.38 600.00 
Travel 165.00 361.00 2,000.00 201.00 3,000.00 
Total Travel & meetings expenses 191.00 573.60 2,900.00 320.38 4,350.00 
Total General and Administrative 4,367.12 46,846.91 52,243 .96 47,718.09 75,266.00 
Misc expenses 
Depreciation & amortization exp 0.00 0.00 2,000.00 0.00 3,000.00 
Bank & credit card fees 109.50 1,346.86 1,333.32 1,245 .07 2,000.00 
Interest Expense 
Finance Charges 1.06 22.29 59.61 
Late Fees 12.00 100.00 100.00 73 .00 150.00 
• 
Interest Expense - Other 1.50 1.50 0.00 
Total Interest Expense 14.56 123.79 100.00 132.61 150.00 
Taxes 0.00 275.00 275.00 
Tax penalties and interest 0.00 15.00 33.32 0.00 50.00 
Misc expenses - Other 0.00 0.00 166.68 0.00 250.00 
Total Misc expenses 124.06 1,760.65 3,633.32 1,652.68 5,450.00 
Board Expense 
Copying 0.00 54.76 2,133.32 201.36 3,200.00 
Postage 0.00 21.29 1,000.00 252.08 1,500.00 
Travel 429.20 1,089.60 1,666.68 1,466.50 2,500.00 
Food 20.99 297.67 1,000.00 661.59 1,500.00 
Outreach 0.00 0.00 66.68 0.00 100.00 
Other 0.00 0.00 1,000.00 0.00 1,500.00 
Total Board Expense 450.19 1,463.32 6,866.68 2,581 .53 10,300.00 
Total Expense 72,666.83 449,370.21 476,989.88 395,920.46 706,185.00 
Net Ordinary Income (30,451.93) (169,171.63) (114,724.00) (99,578.53) (6,830.00) 
Other Income/Expense 
Other Expense 
Suspense 0.00 0.00 150.00 
Total Other Expense 0.00 0.00 150.00 
'Net Other Income 0.00 0.00 (150.00) 
Income {30,451.93} {169,171.63} {114,724.00} {99,728.53} {6,830.00} 
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09/16/05 
Accrual Basis Profit & Loss Budget Overview 
January 1 through September 16, 2005 
• 
Jan 1 • Sep 16, 05 Budget $ Over Budget 
Ordinary Income/Expense 
Income 
30000 · Internal Mailings 
30400 · Pledges 89,287.50 81 ,860.00 7,427.50 
30500 · Newsletter 33,030.78 35,472.67 (2,441 .89) 
30600 · ABC/House mailings 71 ,283.78 79,131.33 (7,847.55) 
Total 30000 · Internal Mailings 193,602.06 196,464.00 (2,861 .94) 
30900 · Prospecting 20,726.65 21,829.33 (1,102.68) 
31000 · Other Revenue 
31020 · Fiscal sponsorship fees 114.25 122.78 (8.53) 
32040 · List Sales • names in the news 0.00 272.87 (272.87) 
32080 · Royalties 583.89 109.15 474.74 
32090 · T-shirt sales 390.00 1,364.33 (974.33) 
32091 · T-shirt expense 0.00 (545.73) 545.73 
33040 · NWTRCC 2,170.75 3,274.40 (1 ,103.65) 
Total 31000 · Other Revenue 3,258.89 4,597.80 (1,338.91) 
32300 · Special contributions 
32320 · Board Fundraising 2,781 .00 11,187.53 (8,406.53) 
32330 · Foundations 20,396.78 54,573.33 (34,176.55) 
32340 · Matching Grants 925.00 272.87 652.13 
• 
32360 · Unsolicited 26 ,651 .32 65,488.00 (38,836.68) 
32390 · Stocks 25 ,653.14 13,643.33 12,009.81 
Total 32300 · Special contributions 76,407.24 145,165.06 (68,757.82) 
35000 · Investment Income 
35010 · Bank Interest 73.04 109.15 (36.11) 
35092 · Calvert Balanced 0.00 38.20 (38.20) 
35096 · Domini Social Investment 57.62 81 .86 (24.24) 
35098 · Calvert Bond 1,308.62 2,182.93 (874.31) 
35099 · Schwab One Accounts 247.83 109.15 138.68 
35100 · Dividends and Interest 383.78 5.46 378.32 
Total 35000 · Investment Income 2,070.89 2,526.75 (455.86) 
38004 · Realized gain or loss 60.47 
38200 · Unrealized gain (loss) 
38293 · Citizens Index 0.00 1,910.07 (1,910.07) 
38295 · Womens Equity Fund 18.32 1,364.33 (1 ,346.01) 
38296 · Domini Social Investment 311 .50 1,364.33 (1 ,052.83) 
38297 · Calvert Balanced 129.75 818.60 (688.85) 
38400 · Sun Microsystems 0.00 27.29 (27.29) 
38494 · Neuberger Berman 792.85 1,364.33 (571.48) 
38498 · Calvert Bond 1,468.73 3,820.13 (2,351.40) 
38200 · Unrealized gain (loss) • Other (628.40) 
• 
Total 38200 · Unrealized gain (loss) 2,092.75 10,669.08 (8,576.33) 
39000 · Miscellaneous revenue 4.00 54.57 (50.57) 
39500 · Restricted Funds 150.00 354.73 (204.73) 
Total Income 298,372.95 381 ,661 .32 (83,288.37) 
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09/16/05 
Accrual Basis Profit & Loss Budget Overview 
January 1 through September 16, 2005 
• 
Jan 1 - Sep 16, 05 Budget $ Over Budget 
Expense 
41000 · Internal Mailing Costs 
41100 · Pledge program 
41101 · Printing 1,671.92 2,488.88 (816.96) 
41102 · Postage 1,234.58 1,422.21 (187.63) 
41103 · Mailhouse 701.20 1,564.46 (863.26) 
Total 41100 · Pledge program 3,607.70 5,475.55 (1,867.85) 
44000 · ABC/House mailings 
44104 · Consultant 3,095.00 
44101 · Printing 3,039.85 2,844.46 195.39 
44102 · Postage 3,267.85 2,986.67 281 .1 8 
44103 · Mailhouse 1,599.80 2,133.33 (533.53) 
Total 44000 · ABC/House mailings 11,002.50 7,964.46 3,038.04 
Total 41000 · Internal Mailing Costs 14,610.20 13,440.01 1,170.19 
47000 · Prospecting Mailing Costs 
47101 · Printing 6,619.60 11,377.79 (4,758.19) 
47102 · Postage 7,603.30 7,822.21 (218.91) 
47103 · Mail house 3,444.00 3,626.67 (182.67) 
• 
47104 · Consultants 2,795.00 5,333.33 (2,538.33) 
47105 · Photos and graphics 0.00 71 .12 (71 .12) 
47107 · List rentals 3,208.91 4,977.79 (1 ,768.88) 
Total 47000 · Prospecting Malling Costs 23,670.81 33,208.91 (9,538.10) 
49000 · Other Fundraising Costs 
49100 · Thank you cards 
49102 · Printing 110.00 248.88 (138.88) 
49103 · Postage 471 .61 853.33 (381 .72) 
49109 · Purchase 0.00 17.79 (17.79) 
Total 49100 · Thank you cards 581 .61 1,120.00 (538.39) 
49300 · Other 
49301 · Misc costs 0.00 142.21 (142.21) 
49302 · Promo T-shirts 0.00 192.00 (192.00) 
49300 · Other - Other 0.00 71 .12 (71 .12) 
Total 49300 · Other 0.00 405.33 (405.33) 
Total 49000 · Other Fundraising Costs 581 .61 1,525.33 (943.72) 
49500 · Grant 
49510 · Regular grants 169,179.02 161,800.00 7,379.02 
• 
49520 · Multi-year grants 39.000.00 45,000.00 (6,000.00) 
49540 · Technical Assistance Grant 1,000.00 4,000.00 (3,000.00) 
49560 · Salzman grants 0.00 0.00 0.00 
49580 · NWTRCC donor directed grants 2,170.75 3,555.54 (1,384.79) 
Total 49500 · Grant 211,349.77 214 ,355.54 (3,005.77) 
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49600 · Grants Program 
49610 · Library 0.00 71.12 (71 .12) 
49630 · Printing 1,648.50 248.88 1,399.62 
49640 · Postage 413.29 1,066.67 (653.38) 
49650 · Membership dues - organization 233.40 1,280.00 (1,046.60) 
Total 49600 · Grants Program 2,295.19 2,666.67 (371 .48) 
49800 · Newsletter Costs 
49810 · Printing 10,531.04 11 ,377.79 (846.75) 
49820 · Postage 4,179.49 6,400.00 (2,220.51) 
49840 · Mailhouse 1,904.89 4,266.67 (2,361 .78) 
49850 · Consultants 75.00 355.54 (280.54) 
49860 · Photos and graphics 0.00 355.54 (355.54) 
49800 · Newsletter Costs - Other 0.00 142.21 (142.21) 
Total 49800 · Newsletter Costs 16,690.42 22,897.75 (6,207.33) 
49900 · Website & Internet 808.16 1,422.21 (614 .05) 
51000 · Personnel 
51100 · Employee Salaries 104,389.38 101,301 .33 3,088.05 
51200 · Payroll taxes 9,104.90 8,103.81 1,001 .09 
• 
51300 · Pension plan match 4,027.82 4,051 .92 (24.10) 
51400 · Health Insurance 21 ,919.24 22 ,755.54 (836.30) 
51500 · Workers compensation 512.88 302.21 210.67 
51900 · Staff development 0.00 1,422.21 (1,422.21) 
51000 · Personnel - Other 0.00 355.54 (355.54) 
Total 51000 · Personnel 139,954.22 138,292.56 1,661 .66 
52000 · General and Administrative 
52010 · Supplies 1,909.32 1,777.79 131 .53 
52020 · Printing & copying 140.00 1,422.21 (1,282.21) 
52040 · Books, subscriptions, reference 1,350.00 213.33 1,136.67 
52045 · Dues and fees 55.97 142.21 (86.24) 
52050 · Telephone 2,621 .52 2,275.54 345.98 
52060 · Minor office equipment 898.31 1,600.00 (701 .69) 
52070 · Postage, shipping, delivery 
52073 · Meter Rental 344.00 
52072 · UPS 0.00 71 .12 (71 .12) 
52074 · US Post Office 370.14 1,777.79 (1,407.65) 
52075 · Postage due/BRE envelopes 1,800.00 1,848.88 (48.88) 
Total 52070 · Postage, shipping, delivery 2,514.14 3,697.79 (1 ,183.65) 
52100 · Professional Fees 
52120 · Temporary help 3,052.50 5,333.33 (2,280.83) 
• 
52130 · Accounting 10,325.00 9,613.33 711 .67 
52140 · Consultants 0.00 2,133.33 (2,133.33) 
52170 · Brokerage fees 183.34 426.67 (243.33) 
Total 52100 · Professional Fees 13,560.84 17,506.66 (3,945.82) 
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52800 · Equip rental & maintenance 1,000.63 995.54 5.09 
57000 · Insurance 
57101 • Liability 855.22 1,422.21 (566.99) 
57102 · Director and officers 1,483.36 1,582.21 (98.85) 
57103 · Computer 0.00 63.28 (63.28) 
57104 · Property 380.68 711.12 (330.44) 
Total 57000 · Insurance 2,719.26 3,778.82 (1 ,059.56) 
57500 · Advertising and Outreach 
55101 · Advertising 1,250.00 1,066.67 183.33 
Total 57500 · Advertising and Outreach 1,250.00 1,066.67 183.33 
58000 · Occupancy expenses 
58010 · Rent 26,256.24 25,069.52 1,186.72 
58020 · Repairs and maintenance 144.70 426.67 (281 .97) 
58030 · Utilities 2,852.70 2,488.88 363.82 
58040 · Real estate taxes 0.00 782.21 (782.21) 
58060 · Sub lease (rent) (10,956.64) (10,028.08) (928.56) 
58070 · Sub lease (utilities) (679.23) (995.54) 316.31 
Total 58000 · Occupancy expenses 17,617.77 17,743.66 (125.89) 
• 
59000 · Travel & meetings expenses 
8310 · Conference,convention,meeting 25.00 533.33 (508.33) 
8330 · Meals, food 187.60 426.67 (239.07) 
8350 · Travel 361.00 2,133.33 (1,772.33) 
Total 59000 · Travel & meetings expenses 573.60 3,093.33 (2,519.73) 
Total 52000 · General and Administrative 46,211 .36 55,313.55 (9,102.19) 
59500 · Misc expenses 
8400 · Depreciation & amortization exp 0.00 2,133.33 (2,133.33) 
8510 · Bank & credit card fees 1,346.86 1,422.21 (75.35) 
8520 · Interest Expense 
8521 · Finance Charges 22.29 
8522 · Late Fees 100.00 106.67 (6.67) 
8520 · Interest Expense • Other 1.50 
Total 8520 · Interest Expense 123.79 106.67 17.12 
8550 · Taxes 275.00 
8551 · Tax penalties and interest 15.00 35.54 (20.54) 
59500 · Misc expenses • Other 0.00 177.79 (177.79) 
Total 59500 · Misc expenses 1,760.65 3,875.54 (2,114.89) 
• 
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65000 · Board Expense 
60100 · Copying 54.76 2,275.54 (2,220.78) 
60200 · Postage 21 .29 1,066.67 (1 ,045.38) 
60300 · Travel 1,089.60 1,777.79 (688.19) 
60400 · Food 297.67 1,066.67 (769.00) 
60500 · Outreach 0.00 71 .12 (71 .12) 
60600 · Other 0.00 1,066.67 (1,066.67) 
Total 65000 · Board Expense 1,463.32 7,324.46 (5,861 .14) 
Total Expense 459,395.71 494,322.53 (34,926.82) 
Net Ordinary Income (161 ,022.76) (112,661.21) (48,361 .55) 
Other Income/Expense 
Other Expense 
99999 · Suspense (4,665.06) 
Total Other Expense (4,665.06) 
Net Other Income 4,665.06 
Net Income (156,357.70) (112,661 .21) (43,696.49) 
• 
• 
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Gross Pay 
Employer Taxes 
Retirement Match 
Staff Health Insurance 
Worker's Compensation 
Staff Development 
Personnel - Other 
Total 
Salary 
Robin Carton 
Yafreisy Mejia 
Carol Schachet 
Gross pay 
COLAof4.0% 
• cpi-w 3.9% 
• 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
617/565-2327 
Press #2; Press #1; Press #1 
Consumer Price Index Data 
CPI-U Boston Metro Area 
12 month period 
FY'04 
137,200 
11,901 
5,405 
27,859 
561 
0 
0 
182,925 
2005 
45,380 
39,798 
57,277 
142,455 
Budget FY0S Budget FY06 
2.8 FTE 2.8 FTE 
142,455 148,011 
11,396 12,877 
5,698 5,920 
32,000 27,932 
425 594 
2,000 2,000 
0 0 
193,975 197,334 
2006 
47,150 
41,350 
59,511 
148,011 
• 
• 
• 
1. Alachua County Labor Party 
August 2005 
Grant Committee 
Screening Meeting 
P.O. Box 12051, Gainesville, FL 32604 Mark Piotrowski 352/375-2832 
Funding for an organization in north-central Florida building working-class political power through a focus on 
developing a universal single-payer health care system. 
Decision: Leave In No x Undecided 
--
Comments: 
Still unclear why they need another statewide health care group in Florida (Floridians for Health Care already 
exists). Are located in Gainesville and almost all white- talk about diversity of unions, but have not able to 
increase their own diversity over the past six years. 
2. Asheville Community Resource Center 
P.O. Box 803, Asheville, NC 28802 Elyse Manning 828/252-8999 
Funding for a coalition which provides space for activist and public service groups in Asheville in order to 
facilitate growth, access, and unification. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Provide a space for organizers, but seem to link very few groups. No clear links to larger progressive community 
in Asheville. Expect to lose $4,000 this fiscal year with no plan for how to make it up. 
3. Books to Oregon Prisoners 
P.O. Box 11222, Portland, OR 97211 Kernan Willis 503/281-0482 
Funding for an organization that empowers incarcerated people in Oregon by providing books and other 
educational materials. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Providing a service to prisoners, but unclear if any on-going contact. Some analysis of what can and cannot get in 
to prisons- but no organizing to change status quo- merely looking to work within existing parameters. 
4. Catalyst to Coalition 
1442 A Walnut St. #307, Berkeley, CA 94709 Judy Andreas 510/595-4634 
Funding for an accessibility grant for a newly formed organization dedicated to addressing anti-Jewish sentiment 
that divides Progressive and discourages solidarity within the Left. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Seems to be one person doing a conference and other educational events. No clear on-going organizing. 
5. Community Leadership Institute 
2017 N. Hancock Street, Philadelphia, PA 19122 Rosemary Cubas 267 /968-4518 
Funding for organization in North Philadelphia that works to build the leadership of low-income residents and 
people of color through initiatives that protect and improve their community. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Most of the work appears service-oriented rather than organizing. Eminent domain is a crucial issue in 
gentrifying communities- but no explanation of how they are organizing around this issue- especially in light of 
recent Supreme Court decision. 
6. Eastern Coal Regional Rountable 
501 Elizabeth Street, Charleston, WV 25311 Meredith Ballard 304/345-7663 
Funding for an organization which brings together groups from mine-scarred watersheds in Appalachia to develop 
• environmental policy campaigns, share information and provide technical assistance on funding opportunities. 
• 
• 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Region is important- as is the issue. But directly affected people do not seem to be involved. No clear power 
analysis. Mostly letter writing campaigns and e-mails. 
7. Enough is Enough! Campaign for Justice 
751 East 75th Street, Chicago, IL 60619 Kenosha Washington 773/488-4238 
Funding for an organization composed of prisoners, family members and allies which work toward criminal 
justice reform, with a particular focus on wrongful convictions. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Pieces of application missing. Unclear where organizing is actually happening. Concerns raised previously about 
inability to work in coalition with other groups. 
8. Fellowship of Reconciliation- Cape Cod 
Box 595, Harwich, MA 02645 Juliet Bernstein 508-945-9238 
Funding for an organization which believes in the dignity of all human beings and works for peace and justice on 
Cape Cod. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Most of work involves essay contest, parade participation and a newsletter. No clear build-up or follow-up to 
essay contest. Are one of only groups on Cape doing this work and can get in to schools. Unclear how youth are 
involved or what next steps are after essay contest. How is group looking at conversion issues re: Otis Air Force 
Base and counter-recruitment efforts. Send a letter asking these questions. 
9. Free Mind Media 
546 Pacific Avenue, Santa Rosa, CA 95404 Joey Crottogini 707/478-5852 
Funding for organization dedicated to providing access to independent media and increasing participation in local 
activism by providing meeting space. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Have some analysis, but no organizing. Not clear how significant a resource group is for local organizations. 
Have managed to diversify somewhat since 2003. 
10. Green Worker Cooperatives 
890 Garrison A venue, Bronx, NY 104 7 4 Omar Freilla 718/617-4668 
Funding for an organization which promotes environmental and economic justice in the South Bronx through the 
creation of worker-owned cooperatives. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
After 2.5 years is still only three people with no members or volunteers. Attached article indicates groups sees 
itself as a business designed to sell "green products" to residents of the South Bronx and develop new forms of 
employment. Not much information on specific organizing projects other than development of new businesses. 
Got $58,000 from Soros Foundation. Worker cooperatives could potentially get money from CDCs now. No 
focus on issues of worker rights. 
11. La Plazita Institute 
515 Isl eta Blvd., Albuquerque, NM 87105 Jorge Garcia 505/277-7974 
Funding for an organization enhancing the economic development of the South Valley of Albuquerque by 
• promoting authentic, sustainable opportunities for economic, educational, health and community practices. 
• 
• 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Proposal is very vague. Most of work seems service-based. 
12. Maine Boys to Men (B2M) 
565 Congress Street, #206A, Portland, ME 04101 Layne Gregory 207/774-9994 
Funding for a youth program centered around supporting positive, non-violent male development in middle and 
high school-age boys 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Important project, but mostly mainstream and able to get traditional money to fund it. 
13. Marriage Equality Georgia (MEGA Family Project) 
P.O. Box 29631, Atlanta, GA 30359 Kathy Kelly 404/808-3350 
Funding for an organization works to educate Georgians about the discrimination LGBT families aface and to 
further equality for LGBT citizens in Georgia. 
Decision: Leave In No X 
---
Comments: 
Work seems to be predominately support and service-based. 
14. Missouri Women's Leadership Coalition 
Undecided 
6026 McGee, Kansas City, MO 64113 Rosemary Smithson 816/444-4360 
Funding for an organization that works to recruit, train and support progressive women to run and win on all 
levels of government in Missouri. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Good analysis and important work. Funding request is to recruit and train candidates for specific races. Not 
501 ( c )3 eligible. 
15. Mountain State Education and Research Foundation 
1500 Dixie Street, Charleston, WV 25311 Linda Frame 304/346-5891 
Funding for organization that provides research on progressive public policy issues to community-based non-
profits and others in West Virginia to facilitate their work. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Are a research and writing group- no organizing. WV Citizen Action does the organizing. Provide very little 
specific information about their work or project. Unclear what on-going organizing, if any, is happening. 
Answers to Question #11 are iffy. Could connect them to Prometheus Radio Project. 
• 
• 
• 
16. Network for Reproductive Options 
P.O. Box 10894, Eugene, OR 97440 Jennifer Webster 541/345-5702 
Funding for an organization dedicated to empowering communities with abortion access, grassroots health 
education and reproductive options . 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Good analysis. Funding would be for a hotline, abortion assistance, and slideshows. Not clear how they're moving 
towards organizing. 
17. New York City Independent Media Center 
34 E. 29th Street, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 11215 Chris Anderson 212/684-8112 
Funding to print and publish two "high-quality" posters. One would detail the network of the "Radical Right" and 
the other will map energy reserves, regional conflicts and U.S. military forces across the world. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Money would be used for posters, but no clear organizing campaign attached to use. Not coming for general 
support for group as a whole. 
18. SafeSpace 
P.O. Box 158, Burlington, VT 05402 Connie Beal 802/863-0003 
Funding for a social change and social service organization working to end sexual, emotional, physical and hate 
violence in the lives of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and questioning Vermonters. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Most of work seems to be service-based. Are currently getting a significant amount of foundation funding. 
very close to the $125,000 cap. 
19. The Restorative Justice Center of the Inland Empire 
P.O. Box 1410, Upland, CA 91785 Dee Matreyek 909/946-6092 
Are 
Funding for organization which provides victim offender mediation and restitution, conflict resolution trainings, 
and community dialogues and peace building forums. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
No analysis of root causes or systems of oppression. Mostly service oriented. 
20. United States Federation of Worker Cooperatives 
1995 Oak Street #7, San Francisco, CA 94117 Melissa Hoover 415/379-9201 
Funding for a co-operative seeking to advance worker owned, managed, and governed workplaces through 
cooperative education, advocacy and development. 
Decision: Leave In No X Undecided 
---
Comments: 
Seems more about business development and support than organizing. No clear cross-over with organizing for 
worker rights . 
